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1.0 SUMMARY OF PROGRAM AND RESULTS

The goal of this research was to identify and optimize the characteristics of the fiber/matrix
interfafe that inhibit fatigue crack initiation and growth in Ti3Al matrix composites. Our approach
was to modify the interfacial region by including layers of ductile material, and to determine the
role of the ductile layers in changing interfacial properties and fatigue response. The ductile layers
are expected to have several important effects. One is to prevent the formation of brittle reaction
products, which provide initiation sites for fatigue cracks in the regions near the interface. Another
is to modify interfacial debonding and sliding characteristics that control the bridging of long
fatigue cracks. Included in this modification is fatigue of the interface itself, leading to changes in
the bridging forces during cyclic loading.

The study involved correlation of observations and measurements of fatigue crack initiation
and growth with rather detailed measurements of local mechanical properties of the fiber-matrix
interface and residual stresses. These measurements were obtained using several unique techniques
that we developed recently. Our initial work focussed on the measurement of interfacial properties
and residual stresses in Ti3AI composites with and without ductile Ag/Ta layers between the fibers
and matrix and assessment of the fatigue crack growth characteristics of these two composites. The
interfacial property and residual stress measurements are given in Section 3 and the fatigue
experiments are summarized in Section 4. Appendix A contains a detailed description of the single
fiber pulling technique used for measurement of interfacial properties, as well as results from direct
measurements of degradation of interfacial sliding resistance during cyclic loading of fibers in the
Ti3Al composite without ductile layers. The initial development of the fiber pulling technique and
the monotonic loading experiments described in Appendix A were done under other funding. The
micromechanics analysis that is needed to extract interfacial properties from the fiber pulling
experiments is described in Appendix B. This analysis was also initiated under other funding but
was extended as part of this program, to allow analysis of the results of Sections 3 and 4
(specifically the sections dealing with the onset of complete sliding, relations between single and
multiple fiber sliding and comparisons of constant friction and Coulomb friction models).

The measurements indicated that the Ag/Ta layers had no effect on residual stresses in the
composite, as expected, but that the degree of bonding between the fibers and matrix was
increased. However, because the SCS-6 fibers contained weak carbon layers within their outer
coatings, the increase in fiber-matrix bonding had very little influence on longitudinal properties of
the composite. The increased bonding simply caused the location of debonding to change from the
outer surface of the fibers to the weak subsurface layers. (In the composite without Ag/Ta,
debonding occurred between the outer surface of the fiber and the reaction products in the matrix.
The reaction products were absent in the composite within Ag/Ta layers.) The frictional sliding
resistance was higher by about 50 percent at these subsurface layers, but this did not have a
significant influence on fatigue crack growth.

A much larger influence of the Ag/Ta layers in these composites was observed in a
concurrent research program, which addresses transverse properties of composites. In the
composite without Ag/Ta layers, the reaction product layer (approximately 1-p.m thickness,
consisting of carbides and silicides of the matrix elements) provided initiation sites for transverse
matrix cracks, which joined with the interfacial debonds that had already formed and led to
premature failure. In the composite with Ag/Ta layers, this reaction product layer was eliminated
and large increases in transverse strength and failure strain were observed (a factor of 2 increase in
strength and a factor of 3 increase in failure strain). Interfacial debonding occurred in this
composite, but transverse matrix cracks did not foim prior to failure. The debonding occurred at
the subsurface carbon layer within the fibers rather than at the outer surface of the fibers, consistent
with the longitudinal measurements described above. Therefore, the improved transverse
properties resulted from elimination at the crack initiation sites associated with the reaction layers.
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These results clearly indicate that the response of the Ag/Ta containing composite is limited
by the weak carbon layers within the coatings of the SCS-6 fibers and that no further improvement
in properties of the composite (either longitudinal or transverse) would be expected from further
increases in strength of the interface between the matrix and outer srvace of the fiber, or from
changes in ductility of the interfacial layers. Further property improvements would require fibers
without the weak subsurface layers. Therefore, we decided to fabricate a composite containing
sapphire fibers, the same Ti3AI (super-a2) matrix, and an interfacial layer of Ta. The layer of Ag
was not needed to protect the fibers in this case.

Fabrication of the Ti3Al/Ta/sapphire composite was done in collaboration with Dr. R.
Everett at Naval Research Laboratories (NRL). The sapphire fibers were coated with Ta by
physical vapor deposition (PVD) at NRL and were consolidated with matrix foils at Rockwell.
Assessment of the role of the interface was done in transverse loading rather than in longitudinal
loading, because of the relatively larger effect observed above. The results are given in Section 5.
These tests showed that the Ta-sapphire bond was sufficiently strong to prevent debonding, either
directly under the influence of the transverse load or when the interface was intersected by a crack.
In fact, the transverse strengths of the test specimens were limited by transverse fracture of the
fibers; cracks initiated in the fibers (crack plane normal to applied stress and parallel to fiber axes)
and grew stably into the matrix at increasing load without causing any interfacial debonding. The
actual strengths of the test specimens were most likely determined by damage introduced into the
fibers during specimen preparation; much higher transverse strengths would seem possible in this
composite system.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

The aim of the initial part of this program was to obtain detailed measurements of local
mechanical properties of fiber matrix interfaces that were modified by the presence of layers of
ductile material, and to determine the influence ef these ductile layers on fatigue crack growth in the
composite. Before beginning the detailed interfacial studies, several composites were evaluated to
assess their suitability for the study. The composites were sectioned for microstructural evaluation
and elemental mapping [using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)I, and mechanical testing in
transverse tension (with in situ observation) to assess the roles of ductile and brittle interfacial
layers on fracture. The transverse tension tests were done as pan of another program funded by
AFOSR.' Two of the composites were composed of super-(x2 (Ti-25AI- 1ONb-3V-I Mo) matrices
(atomic %) and SCS-6 SiC fibers, one with, and the other without layers of Ag and Ta between the
fibers and the matrix. Both were fabricated by Textron: the composite without Ag/Ta layers was
obtained from Rocketdyne and was used in several previous studies, 1-3 whereas the composite
containing Ag/Ta layers, which had been deposited by PVD on the fibers before consolidation,
was supplied by North American Aircraft. A similar composite from NAA containing a Ti-24AI-
11 Nb (at.%) matrix with PVD Ag/Ta layers was also evaluated, along with a composite fabricated
at Rockwell Science Center under this program, using super-a2 foil matrix, Ag/Ta foil interface
layers and SCS-6 fibers.

The highest transverse strengths were exhibited by the composite with the super-or2 matrix-
and PVD-coated fibers: extensive plasticity accompanied fracture and no obvious crack initiation
sites were observed around the fibers prior to failure (Figure l(a)). The microstructure was
uniform, with Ag/Ta layers about 1-4.m thickness and no reaction layers observed around the
fibers. On the other hand, the Ti-24A1-1 1Nb matrix composite with Ag-Ta layers also contained a
layer - 5- to 10-p.tim thickness of titanium carbide thought to be the result of contamination of the
surfaces of the x2 foils during fabrication of the composite (the layer also exteded between the
fibers within each row). The uansverse strength of this composite was much lower because of
these layers; failure initiated from extensive transverse microcracking that formed in the brittle
layers well before the ultimate failure (Figure 1 (b)). These microcracks would also be expected to
be a source of fatigue cracks.

Initially a difficulty was encountered in the fabrication of the Ag/Ta foil composite, which
had not been previously attempted using super-a2 matrix foils (previous fabrication used powdered
matrix). During processing, the Ta foil ruptured along lines between the fibers allowing the Ag to
escape. Much of the Ag collected near the surface of the composite, forming a Ag-Ta or Ag-Ti
intemietallic which led to early failure in transverse loading. There was also reaction with the fibers
at these rupture locations. These initial tests again pointed to the detrimental role of brittle reaction
products in providing crack initiation sites for premature failure in transverse loading. The problem
was overcome by modifying the temperature-pressure cycle during fabrication and specimens were
prepared for testing.

The super-a2 composite without Ag/Ta layers had a layer of reaction products of - 1 ;.m

thickness (carbides and silicides of the matrix elements) between the fibers and matrix.

Microcracking occurred in the regions around the fibers prior to failure (Figure l(c)). The
occurrence of cracking was dependent on the spacing of neighboring fibers and, as expected, was
most frequent at small spacings. Interestingly, the most common microcrack orientation was
parallel to the applied tension. A simple elastic analysis of the stresses around an isolated fiber
indicates that this is indeed the location of maximum circumferential tensile stress at the fiber-
matrix interface in a composite with elastic properties corresponding to SiCiTi3AI and in which

* AFOSR Contract No. AFOSR 90-0235, subcontract to Arizona State Unive.,sity.
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(a) ~1b) -

(C)

Figure 1 Optical micrographs showing crack initiation during transverse loading: (a) super-Qil/
SCS-6 composite with Ag/Ta layers between fibers and matrix;, (b) Ti-24-l 1 matrix with Ag/Ta
layers-, and (c) super-(x matrix without Ag/Ta layers.
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circumferential sliding does not occur. The same conclusion is obtained from an elastic analysis
that accounts for overlapping stress fields of neighboring fibers. However, the variation in the
circumferential stress around the fiber is not large, and the location of cracking may in general be
dominated by other factors such as the onset of ductility in the matrix, the presence of
microstructural variations in the regions surrounding the fibers (e.g., p-depleted regions, foil
contamination), and the onset of interfacial debonding and circumferential sliding. The occurrence
of debonding and circumferential sliding would tend to promote transverse cracking (i.e., enhance
the circumferential tension at the location 90' to the applied load direction) whereas the fiber layup
would tend to promote cracking parallel to the applied load (fiber spacings were generally smaller
within the rows of fibers than between them).

The two super-a2 matrix composites were thus chosen for more detailed initial study. Since
the only nominal difference between these two composites is the presence of the Ag/Ta layers in
one, the distinct difference in microcracking behavior can be correlated directly with the influence
of the layers.

The results of measurements of interfacial properties, residual stresses and fatigue crack
growth rates in these two composites were given in Sections 3 and 4 and Appendices A and B.
The results indicated that the properties of the Ag-Ta containing composite were limited by the
weak subsurface carbon layers of the SCS-6 fibers and that no further improvement in properties
of the composite would be expected from further increases in strength of the interface between the
matrix and the outer surface of the fiber. To test a system that did not possess this limiting weak
layer, a composite containing sapphire fibers, Ti3AI (super-a2) matrix, and an interfacial layer of
Ta was fabricated. Results of transverse property measurements on this composite are given in
Section 5.
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3.0 THE INFLUENCE OF Ag/Ta LAYERS ON RESIDUAL STRESSES AND

INTERFACIAL PROPERTIES OF Ti3 AI/SCS-6 COMPOSITES

3.1 Materials

Residual stresses and interfacial properties have been measured in the two super-ax2 matrix
composites described in the previous section (see also Figure 1), one fabricated with layers of Ag
and Ta of - 1-gm thickness and the other with bare fibers. Both were in the form of sheets. The
composite without Ag/Ta layers was - 0.7 mm thick and contained - 36 volume percent of
uniaxially aligned fibers in three rows. The composite with the Ag/Ta layers contained four rows
of uniaxially aligned fibers, with a volume fraction of 28 percent and sheet thickness 0.9 mm.
Some reaction between the matrix and the outer layers of the fibers occurred during consolidation
of the composite with bare fibers, forming a layer of fine-grained silicides and carbides - 2 gtm
thick around each fiber.4 Reaction was not observed in the composite containing Ag/Ta layers.

The composite properties used for the analysis of results in the following sections are listed
in Table 1. The elastic modulus of the matrix in the composite with bare fibers was measured
previously. 2 The same value was assumed for the other composite, although this assumption may
be questionable because different texturing was observed in the matrices of the two composites
(see below).

Table 1

Properties of Super-Q2/SCS-6 Composites

Bare Fibers With Ag/la Layers
Young's modulus of matrix 80 GPa 80 GPa
Young's modulus of fiber 414 GPa 414 GPa
Poisson's ratio of fiber 0.3 0.3
Poisson's ratio of matrix 0.3 0.3
Volume fraction of fibers 0.36 0.28
Fiber radius 70 gm 70 gm

3.2 Residual Stresses

The two techniques used to measure residual stresses were x-ray diffraction and selective
etching of the matrix. The x-ray measurements of the composite without Ag/Ta layers were done
previously, yielding a residual tensile axial stress in the matrix of 450 ± 50 MPa. However, in the
composite containing the super-a2 matrix and PVD layers of Ag-Ta, the matrix exhibited very
strong texturing of both the a2 and A3 phases, which prevented measurement of residual stresses.
Mild texturing of the a2 phase was also observed in the composite with the Ti-24AI- I INb matrix
with PVD Ag/Ta layers. However, in this case reasonable stress measurements were obtained
using the (403) reflection with Co radiation; the longitudinal stress in the matrix was

4 420 ± 70 MPa, similar to the stress in the uncoated super-a2 matrix.

The axial stresses in the fibers were found by measuring the relaxation of the fibers when
the matrix was removed. This was done by masking the ends of a rectangular beam and etching
away all of the matrix within a long midsection (50-mm length) to leave the two ends joined by
bare fibers. 2 The change in length caused by relaxation of residual stress in the fibers was
measured by taking optical micrographs of both ends against a fixed reference gage before and
after the matrix was removed. The residual compressive strains thus measured were
(1.56 ± 0.02) x 10-3 for the super-a2 composite without Ag/Ta layers and
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(2.03 ± 0.030 x 10-3 for the super-02 composite with Ag/Ta layers. The corresponding axial
fiber stresses calculated using a concentric cylinder analysis 2 (Appendix A) with the properties
listed in Table 1 were 800 ± 20 MPa and 1020 ± 30 MPa. The higher stress in the composite
with Ag/Ta layers is a direct result of the lower volume fraction of fibers; calculation of the elastic
misfit strain yielded 6.11 x 10-3 in both cases. Therefore, as expected, these results indicate that
the presence of the Ag/Ta layers has an insignificant effect on the longitudinal residual stress. The
residual stress in the composite with bare fibers is also consistent with the above-mentioned x-ray
measurement of longitudinal tensile stress in the matrix; with the measured volume fraction of
fibers (f = G.36) these two values satisfy the condition for force balance on a cross section of the
composite.

3.3 Interfaclal Properties

Results. Interfacial debonding and sliding of individual fibers were measured in the two
composites using the single fiber pulling test described in detail in Section 5. The results from the
composite with bare fibers are presented and analyzed in detail in Section 5. In this section the
results from the composite with Ag/Ta layers are presented and compared with those from
Appendix A.

Measurements of force and relative sliding displacement for the pullout of two fibers with
different embedded lengths (0.66 mm and 1.4 mm) are shown in Figure 2. In both tests the
initial loading phase was interrupted once before reaching the peak load, to allow an unload/reload
cycle. The partial recovery during unloading and hysteresis during reloading are indicative of
frictional sliding between the fibers and matrix.

The peak load for the fiber with the larger embedded length was determined by the failure
of the fiber outside the matrix, within the central, etched region. Consequently, there were no data
for complete sliding of the embedded length of fiber in this case. The failure load corresponds to a
peak stress in the fiber of 3.2 GPa, which falls within the range of strengths typically measured for
this type of fiber before consolidation into the composite.

The peak load for the fiber with the shorter embedded length occurred after the entire
embedded section had begun sliding. The onset of complete sliding was not accompanied by a
sudden load drop as it was for the composite with bare fibers (Figure 4 of Appendix A); instead,
after an audible acoustic emission, the load continued to increase continuously (albeit at a slower
rate) for the first 10 I.gm of complete sliding then decreased continuously for the next 5 gtm of
sliding. The fiber then broke at a position approximately halfway along the embedded length
(345 aim from the surface of the matrix), whereupon the load dropped and the displacement
increased discontinuously. An increased load was then needed to initiate continued pullout, which
subsequently proceeded under decreasing load as the embedded length decreased.

Examination by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive x-ray analysis
of both the fiber after it was pulled completely out of the matrix and the remaining hole indicated
that separation and sliding occurred between the two layers of the SCS-6 coating on the fiber,
where turbostratic carbon is known to provide a weak layer 5 (Figure 3). The layers that remained
attached to the fiber and matrix were not cracked or otherwise damaged when viewed at low
magnification (Figure 3(a) to (c)). However, grooves caused by sliding were evident in some areas
at higher magnification (Figure 3(d)).

Analysis. The data from the initial loading regions of Figure 2, corresponding to partial
sliding, were compared with the micromechanics analysis of Section 5 to deduce the parameters
that characterize the interfacial properties. Two sliding models were considered; one based on the
sliding being governed by a Coulomb friction law with friction coefficient p. (Eq. (1) of

7
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Appendix A) and the other with the sliding being resisted by constant frictional stress, -to (Eq. (2)
of Appendix A). The curve fitting procedure used to deduce the parameters differed slightly from
that used for the data in Appendix A. In that analysis all of the parameters (¶o or g., debond
energy, and residual stress) were determined directly by curve fitting; whereas for the data of
Figure 2 the residual stress was set equal to the value measured in the etching experiments
described in the previous section, and the debond energy and either r or p. were determined from a
curve fit of the above-mentioned equations to the initial loading data. Then predicted curves for the
unload/reload cycle were generated using the calibrated parameters and Eqs. (3) to (6) of
Appendix A.

The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 4. For the fiber with the smaller embedded
length, both models gave equally good fits to the initial loading data using the parameters listed in
Table 2. This comparison was restricted to data at displacements < 3 pgm, based on the
assumption that the rapid decrease in slope at larger displacements after the acoustic emission (see
Figure 2(b)) indicates the onset of complete sliding. The validity of this assumption was
confirmed by calculating the length of fiber over which slip occurred at the largest displacement in
Figure 4; for both models the calculated sliding distance was 630 pgm, almost equal to the
embedded length of 660 pgm. For the fiber with a longer embedded section, all of the data were
used for curve fitting, since there was no evidence of complete sliding before the fiber broke. In
this case a significantly better fit to the data was found for the constant friction model than for the
Coulomb friction law, although the range of parameters deduced from both models is consistent;
the value of ro from the constant friction model falls about midway between the maximum and
minimum frictional stresses (rmax and "rmin) calculated from the Coulomb friction model at either
end of the slip region. Moreover, as expected, the maximum sliding distances calculated from the
two models are almost the same (1060 and 1017 gtm) and smaller than the embedded length.

The predicted unload/reload curves in Figure 4 agree reasonably well with the data in all
cases. The relative recovery during unloading, and hence the difference between the predictions of
the two models for a given data set, are smaller than for the experiments reported in Appendix A
(i.e., the composite with bare fibers), because the load at which the unload cycle began was
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Figure 4 Comparisons of data from initial loading regions of Figures 2(b) and (c) with
micromechanical models based on Coulomb friction and perfectly smooth fibers ("constant V")
and a constant frictional stress ("constant r"), using the following paramet'rs: elastic constant
A = 1.158 calculated according to equations in Appendix A with elastic properties in Table 1;
residual stress parameter SRo = 2 for (a) and (b), SRo = 3.66 for (c) and (d), calculated from
equations of Appendix A with the measured residual axial stresses in fibers; and friction
coefficients or frictional stresses listed in Table 2, obt'l ned by best fit to the initial loading data.
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smaller (the relative recovery increases with increasing peak load of the unload/reload cycle
(Appendix B)).

The curve fits for both models gave the debond parameter r = 0. With Eq. (7) of
Appendix A and the parameters of Tables 1 and 2, this provides an upper bound for the intrinsic
debond energy of the interface of - 40 J/m 2 . We are limited to an upper bound estimate here
because any debond energy between zero and this upper bound would lead to an identical force-
displacement relation (Appendix B).

Over the range of displacements in Figure 2 (b) for which the force decreases during
pullout of the fiber, the force-displacement relation exhibits a curvature similar to that of the data
from the composite with bare fibers in Appendix A. The curvature is opposite to the response
expected for sliding dictated by Coulomb friction (with smooth fibers), for which the rate of
decrease of the force would increase as the fiber is pulled out. The average sliding resistance <r>
obtained by dividing the applied force by the surface area of fiber remaining embedded in the
matrix is plotted in Figure 5; <.r> decreased from an initial value of 103 MPa to - 30 MPa after
200 /m of fiber was pulled out. Similar data from several pullout tests in the composite with bare
fibers are also plotted in Figure 5. In all cases <,c> decreased as the fibers pulled out, although the
decrease was smaller in the composite with bare fibers.

Table 2

Interfacial Parameters Determined from Curve Fit
to Initial Load Data

Embedded Length
1.4 mm* 660 g

Coulomb Model
A 0.56 0.44
Emax (MPa) 145 114
Xmin (MPa) 72 83
lmax (4im) 1060 630

Constant Friction Model
0o (MPa) 110 98

Imax (9am) 1017 630

*A significantly better fit to the initial loading data was obtained from the constant friction model
than from the Coulomb model.
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Figure 5 Average frictional stress during fiber pullout.

3.4 Discussion

Several differences in interfacial sliding behavior were observed in the super-a2 matrix
composites with and without Ag/Ta layers between the fibers and matrix. In the composite with
bare fibers, the surface of separation and sliding was between the outer coating of the SCS-6 fibers
and the layer of reaction products, the intrinsic debond energy was < 26 J/m 2, and the frictional
sliding over the debonded surface clearly exhibited a response characteristic of a constant frictional
stress (ro = 66 MPa) rather than a Coulomb friction law. The role of asperities on the surface of
the fiber as a likely source of this response is discussed in Appendix A.

In the composite with the Ag/Ta layers, the surface of separation was between the coating
layers that form the outer part of the SCS-6 fiber. Evidently the Ag/Ta either formed a stronger
bond or had a larger frictional resistance with the fiber than did the reaction product layer in the
other composite. The upper bound estimates for the debond energies are similar for the two
composites. The frictional stress ro was higher (= 100 MPa) between the coating layers of the
fibers in the composite containing Ag/Ta than between the outer surface of the fiber and the
reaction products of the other composite, as it must be for the sliding to have taken place at the
reaction/product interface. The frictional sliding data for the composite with Ag/Ta layers followed
the predictions of a constant friction model slightly better than those of a Coulomb friction model,
although the distinction was not as great as it was for the other composite.

The residual axial stress in the fibers is larger in the composite with Ag/Ta layers
(1020 MPa c.f. 800 MPa). However, that difference can be attributed entirely to the different
volume fraction of fibers in the two composites. The residual stress normal to the interface was not
measured. If we assume that the misfit strains between the fibers and matrices are isotropic, the
lower volume fraction of fibers in the composite with Ag/Ta layers would result also in a higher
residual stress normal to the interface (300 MPa c.f. 260 MPa). However, this increase in
residual normal stress is not sufficient to account for the observed larger sliding resistance in the
composite with Ag/Ta layers (i.e., there is an increase in friction coefficient as well).
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The presence of Ag-Ta layers has the potential of reducing the residual stress normal to the
interface, in which case the elastic misfit strain defined in Appendix B would be anisotropic. The

analysis of the fiber pullout data in terms of the Coulomb friction model assumed that the misfit

strain was isotropic; similar analysis using an anisotropic misfit strain, which accounts for

relaxation of residual normal stress by plastic flow, gives predictions that deviate further from the

experimental data.
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4.0 FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH IN Ti3 AI/SCS-6 COMPOSITES WITH AND
WITHOUT Ag/Ta INTERFACIAL LAYERS

Fatigue crack growth rates and crack opening profiles have been measured in air and
vacuum in the two composites described in Section 3.1. Both composites contained super-cz2
matrices and SCS-6 fibers, one being fabricated with uncoated fibers and the other with PVD
Ag/Ta layers (- I gim thickness) on the fibers.

4.1 Experiments

Notched beams fabricated from both composites with the fibers in the longitudinal direction
were loaded in bending on the stage of an SEM. This mode of loading was chosen to allow high
resolution in situ imaging, from which accurate measurements of crack opening displacements
could be obtained using stereoscopy. 6 Experiments were done in both air and vacuum (the vacuum
being provided by the SEM). The experiments in air were done using the same loading stage, but
removed from the microscope, with interruptions at various stages to allow imaging in the SEM.

The load was cycled between zero and a constant maximum load at a frequency of
- 2 cycles/min. Although the applied loads and crack lengths were monitored, the results were not
interpreted in terms of applied stress intensity factors because crack growth was not always
coplanar; in this case accurate calibration of stress intensity factors would require finite element
calculations. The maximum applied stresses were chosen as follows. First the experiments on the
composite containing Ag/Ta layers were done using the same stress in both air and vacuum, the
stress being chosen to give crack growth rates in the range 0.1 to 50 gim/cycle. Then for the
composite with uncoated fibers, the peak loads in air and vacuum were chosen to give the same
crack growth rates as in the corresponding experiments in the composite that contained Ag/Ta. This
load was ~ 25 percent lower in air and 5 percent higher in vacuum.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Crack Growth Rates

In the composite containing Ag/Ta layers, a single fatigue crack initiated from the base of
each notch and grew stably in a coplanar manner (i.e., normal to the applied tensile stress). The
initial growth rate in air was higher, by a factor of about 10, than in vacuum (Figure 6). However,
in both environments the growth rate decreased rapidly as the cracks extended, even though the
peak applied stress intensity factor increased (increasing crack length at constant stress amplitude).
Such decreasing growth rates are characteristic of cracks that are affected by bridging forces due to
reinforcing fibers. As the crack grows the bridging zone length increases, leading to an increase in
the bridging stress intensity factor, which acts to reduce the crack opening and thus decrease the
net crack tip stress intensity factor. Since the crack growth rate is dictated by events at the crack tip,
a decrease in the crack tip stress intensity factor leads to a reduction of crack growth rate.

In the composite with uncoated fibers, the crack always initiated in a coplanar manner from
the notch root, but after growing for about 20 gim the crack deflected to a plane oriented at - 450
from the applied loading direction. In this case the crack lengths and crack opening displacements
are reported as projected values parallel and perpendicular to the original crack plane. The crack
growth rates in both air and vacuum decreased as the cracks extended, as in the composite
containing Ag/Ta.
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Figure 6 Comparison of crack growth under cyclic loading in super-Qt2ISCS-6 composites with
and without Ag/Ta layers between matrix and fibers.

4.2.2 Crack Opening Displacements

Measurements of crack opening displacements as a function of position within the cracks
were obtained from SEM micrographs such as Figure 7. The displacements were obtained by
comparison of micrographs taken before and after passage of the crack, with stereoscopy used to
measure relative displacements of image features either side of the crack. With this technique
displacement sensitivity of - 0.1 p.tm was readily attained from relatively low magnification
micrographs such as those of Figure 7. Typical measurements of crack opening displacements at
maximum load, Umax, minimum load, Umin, and the difference, Ucyclic, are shown in Figure 8.

A large difference was observed in the residual crack opening displacements after
unloading in air and vacuum. For both composites, the crack opening after unloading, Umin, in
vacuum, was small (Umin./Umax <•0.1); whereas in air Umin was substantially larger (Umini'Umax
~ 0.3). This difference is evident in the data of Figure 8 as well as in the micrographs of
Figure 7, where, for the vacuum tests the unloaded crack is not easily discernible.

In both air and vacuum environments, the crack opening displacements (both Umax and
Ucyclic) at positions more than ~ 200 p.tm from the crack tip are smaller in the composite with
Ag/Ta layers than in the one without. The difference is clearer in the air environment. Moreover, in
this case the applied stress is 20 percent higher on the composite with the Ag/Ta layers. These two
results suggest that the bridgi.ng effect of the fibers is larger in the composite with the Ag/Ta layers
than in the composite without. However, the difference is not large.

The cyclic displacements for cracks of length - 600 p.tm in all four combinations of
environment and composite type are plotted together in Figure 9. Notwithstanding the small
differences noted above, all of the crack profiles appear remarkably similar, especially close to the
crack tip. Therefore, the crack tip stress intensity factors Ktip are similar in all cases. However, the
growth rates for these cracks in air are larger by a factor-of - 100 than those of the cracks in
vacuum. These results indicate that the environmental effect that causes this difference in growth
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rate must Act by modifying the crack tip growth law (i.e., the relation between dat2N and AKtip in
the matrix) rather than by degrading the bridging tractions.
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Figure 7 Scanning electron micrographs showing fatigue cracks at maximum and m~inimum (zero)
load.
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The crack opening displacements near the tip of the crack in the Ag/Ta-containing
composite are shown in Figure 10(a) at various stages of growth. A steady decrease in tip opening
is evident as the number of cycles increases, corresponding to decreasing crack growth rate. The
crack growth rates are plotted as a function of the crack opening at a nominal fixed distance from
the tip (35 gim) in Figure 10(b). Since these crack opening displacements scale with the crack tip
stress intensity factor AKtip, the plot of Figure 10 (b) represents the relative variation of growth
rate with AKtip.
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Figure 8 Crack opening displacements at maximum load (umax), minimum (zero) load (Umin) and
the difference (ucyc = Umax-umin), for fatigue cracks of approximately the same length in both
composites. (a) and t(b) air environment; (c) and (d) vacuum environment. N is the number of load
cycles applied to the crack.
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Figure 9 Comparison of cyclic crack opening displacements for cracks of approximately the same
length in both composites, in air and vacuum.
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Figure 10 (a) Comparison of crack opening displacements (cyclic) near the tip of a fatigue crack at
various stages of growth in air in the composite with Ag/Ta interfacial layers. (b) Variation of
crack growth rate with crack opening.
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4.3 Discussion and Conclusions

Fatigue crack growth rates in a given environment (air or vacuum) are very similar in the
two composites (super-a2/SCS-6 with and without Ag/Ta interfacial layers), although the
experiments in air suggest that crack bridging by the fibers is slightly more effective in retarding
crack growth in the composite with the Ag/Ta layers than in the composite without Ag/Ta
(20 percent higher load was needed to obtain equivalent growth rates). The results are consistent
with the interfacial property measurements described in Section 3, which indicated that the fiber
pullout responses were similar in the two composites. In the single fiber pullout experiments,
debonding occurred between the fibers and reaction products, with a frictional sliding resistance (,)
of - 65 MPa, in the composite without Ag/Ta layers; whereas in the composite with Ag/Ta layers
debonding and sliding occurred between the SCS-6 layers and the fiber, with higher sliding
resistance (r = 100 MPa). Thus, while the Ag/Ta layers improved the bonding (or the sliding
resistance) between the fibers and matrix, this only removed the weakest of several relatively weak
interfacial debonding sites. This results in slightly higher bridging forces but does not have a
dramatic effect on growth rates.

A much larger difference was observed between crack growth rates in air and vacuum. The
growth rates in both composites were larger in air than in vacuum, by a factor of 10 for initial crack
growth at given load, and by a factor of 100 at given crack tip opening displacement after the
cracks had grown for - 600 gtm. Crack opening measurements indicated that the enhanced growth
rates in air resulted from an increase in the intrinsic growth rate in the matrix at the crack tip (i.e.,
increased da/dN at given AKtip), rather than from degradation of the bridging effect of the fibers.
Nevertheless, the air environment clearly caused an increase in the crack opening displacements at
minimum load. However, this effect would tend to reduce AKUip and thus lower growth rates. The
results are consistent with the enhanced growth rates observed in our other studies of Ti3AI/SCS-6
composites. 7 They are also consistent with other studies of fatigue crack growth in monolithic Ti
alloys (Ti-6A1-4V) 8,9 which show almost an order of magnitude increase in growth rate in air
compared with vacuum at given stress intensity factor range. However, the range of growth rates
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in the present study lies at larger values (10-7 to 10-4 r/cycle) than in the monolithic material
studies (10-10 to 10-6 m/cycle).

A consistent difference was observed in the crack geometry resulting from cyclic tensile
loading parallel to the fibers in the two composites. In both air and vacuum the cracks in the
composite with Ag/Ta layers grew normal to the fibers, whereas in the composite without Ag/Ta
layers the cracks grew at an angle of - 450 to the fibers. The reason for this difference is not
known.
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5.0 INTERFACIAL PROPERTIES OF A SAPPHIRE/Ta/Ti 3 AI

COMPOSITE

5.1 Materials Fabrication

To allow investigation of interfacial bond strengths higher than those limited by the weak
outer layers of the SCS-6 SiC fibers, composites containing sapphire fibers and super-a2 matrix
were fabricated in collaboration with Rick Everett of NRL. Tantalum was chosen as an interfacial
coating to prevent reaction between fibers and matrix and to provide a ductile layer at the interface.

The sipphire fiberst of diameter 80 mim were wound with uniform spacing on a drum and
cut into rectangular racks of fibers - 2" x 1" held together by thin lines of epoxy glue at their ends.
The fibers were then coated with - 1 g.m of Ta by PVD at NRL. The fibers were then laid up with
alternating layers of super-ci2 foil to form a uniaxial composite with four layers of fibers and were
consolidated by hot pressing.

5.2 Microstructure

An optical micrograph of a cross section of the composite is shown in Figure 11.
Movement of the fibers occurred during consolidation, although most fibers remained well spaced.
Most fibers have a rounded hexagonal cross section. Observation of longitudinal sections indicated
that fibers were broken during consolidation, mostly into two or three pieces within the 2" lengths
of composite. These breaks did not affect the transverse loading experiments described below. The
typical transverse test specimen of - 2-mm thickness contained only a few broken fibers, which
could be readily identified; and failure was never observed to initiate from the broken fibers. The
broken fibers were identified by viewing the surface in reflected polarized light with an analyzing
polarizer set at 90°. Fibers that were intact through the entire section appeared black, whereas fibers
that contained fractures appeared bright because of internal reflections which changed polarization
and allowed light to pass through the analyzer (Figure 12).

The Ta coatings on most fibers were continuous with uniform thicknesses of - 1 gm
(Figure 13). Surrounding each fiber was a layer of matrix of - 5-pm thickness in which the p
phase was depleted. Otherwise, there was no evidence of reaction among the matrix, coating, or
fiber. However, there were occasional regions where the coating was missing (Figure 14),
typically on several fibers in a cross section containing approximately 400 fibers. In these regions,
dissolution of the fiber into the matrix had clearly begun during consolidation. This observation
demonstrates the importance of the Ta coatings in protecting the fibers. The small regions of
missing coating did not appear to play a role in the transverse tension experiments described
below.

The uniformity of the 1-depleted zone around each fiber suggests that the P-depletion is
associated with the fully coated fiber rather than being due to the occasional small region in which
the coating was missing. However, the presence of the 3-depleted zone is puzzling, because any
diffusion of Ta from the coating would lead to stabilization of the p3 phase. The only available
source of p depletion is oxygen, either from the Ta coating or from the A120 3 fiber via diffusion
through the Ta coating. The Ta coating was deposited in a high vacuum (- 10-7 torr). Therefore, a
large amount of oxygen would not be expected in the coating. However, there is insufficient
information about the amount of oxygen needed to stabilize the a2 phase in this region to
distinguish these two possibilities.

t Saphikon
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Ta/super-a2 tensile test specimen of 2 mm thickness. Reflected light with polarizer and analyzer set
at 890.
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5.3 Transverse Property Measurements and Damage Observation

Rectangular specimens (- 50 x 2 mm) were cut from the composite panels (thickness
- 0.8 mm) and tested in transverse tension. The cut faces were polished using 1/4-4.tm diamond to
remove obvious damage caused by cutting. The tensile load was applied using a fixture attached to
a stage of an optical microscope, thus allowing in situ observation of damage development prior to
failure. The load was monitored using a load cell and the average strain was measured using a
strain gage attached to the side of the specimen opposite that being observed.

A typical stress-strain curve is shown in Figure 15. The curve is linear (and elastic as
confirmed by unload-reload cycles) at loads up to 90 percent of the failure load. The elastic
modulus is 150 GPa, consistent with that expected for a strongly bonded composite.1 0 Over the
last 10 percent of loading, a small plastic strain (- 104) occurred.

SapphlrelTalsuper-a2
300

m1.200 f c20 b
U, E 141 GPe

cn

W 100-

01
0.0 1.0 2.0

STRAIN x 1000
Figure 15 Stress-strain curve for transverse loading of sapphire/Ta/super-a2 composite. The
labels a, b and c indicate the loads at which the in situ micrographs of Figure 16(a,c) were
obtained.

The in situ observations revealed the sequence of damage prior to failure as shown in
Figure 16. The first damage, which coincided approximately with the onset of nonlinearity of the
stress-strain curve, was in the form of cracks in the fibers, oriented normal to the applied load.
With continued loading, similar cracks formed in larger numbers of fibers and extended into the
matrix. Cracks also formed within the matrix near the edges of the P-depleted zones surrounding
the fibers (Figure 16 (b)). Failure resulted from linkage of cracks in and near adjacent fibers, as
shown in Figure 16 (c). At the failure point approximately 20 percent of the fibers within the test
section contained cracks, and another 20 percent had cracks in the adjacent regions of matrix.

The strength of the fiber/matrix interface is of particular interest in this study. Several
observations indicate that the bond strength is high in this composite and that interfacial debonding
or plasticity was not a factor in the failure process under tensile transverse loading. The first
observation is that the cracks in the fibers penetrated into the matrix without any sign of deflection
or offset at the interface, even when the cracks were inclined to the interface (Figure 17). The
absence of interaction between the crack and the interface is seen also on the fracture surface
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Figure 16 Sequence of in situ optical micrographs taken from one area at loads of (a) 0.9,
(b) 0.95, (c) 0.99 of the failure load, corresponding to the positions labeled (a) (b) and (c) in
Figure 15. Failure occurred by linking of the cracks in (c). Applied load horizontal..
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Figure 19 Schematic diagram showing damage mechanisms observed in transverse loading.

of the composites in this study (Ef - 400 GPa for SiC and sapphire fibers and Em = 80 GPa for
the super-a2 matrix--see Section 3). The largest tensile stress is the radial stress responsible for
the circumferential matrix cracking (and the fiber cracking) observed in the sapphireifa/super-rx2
composite (Figure 20(a)). Indeed a weak maximum in this stress component occurs at a distance
- R/10 away from the interface in the matrix, coinciding with the observed position of crack
initiation. However, crack initiation is also likely to be affected by a variation of material properties
with distance from the fiber: the region of matrix around the fiber that is depleted in 13 phase would
be expected to be more brittle than the matrix elsewhere.

Two effects combine to suppress circumferential matrix cracking and instead promote radial
matrix cracking in the SCS-6-containing composites. One is the presence of very weak interfacial
layers which allow debonding: when debonding occurs the radial stress responsible for
circumferential cracking is relieved, leaving the tensile hoop stresses that cause longitudinal and
transverse radial cracking. Before debonding occurs, the hoop stress is larger at the location of
longitudinal cracking (aO(0)) than at the position of transverse cracking (qO(n/2)), consistent with
the observation that longitudinal cracks form first in the SCS-6-containing composites. Debonding
causes these relative magnitudes to change (a((0) decreases and ao0(/2) increases) and therefore
tends to promote transverse radial cracking, although the changes in the hoop stresses are much
smaller than the relaxation of the radial stress. Moreover, the redistribution of hoop stresses occurs
gradually during interfacial debonding (because interfacial sliding is restricted by friction lI)
whereas relaxation of the radial stress responsible for circumferential matrix cracking would be
expected to occur as soon as debonding initiates. The other effect that promotes radial cracking in
the SCS-6-containing composites is the presence of residual stresses. Since the thermal expansion
coefficients of A120 3 and Ti3AI are similar, residual stresses are expected to be small in the
sapphire/Ta/super-a2 composite. However, in the SCS-6-containing composites the smaller
expansion coefficient of SiC causes residual stresses that reduce the radial stress at 0 = 0 and
increase the hoop tension that is responsible for the observed longitudinal and transverse radial
cracking in these composites.
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Figure 20 (a) Elastic stresses at interface of strongly bonded isolated fiber subject to transverse
loading (ratio of elastic moduli of fiber and matrix = 5). (b) Stresses in matrix adjacent to fiber in
(a).

The transverse strength of the sapphire/Ta/super-a2 composite (300 MPa) was higher than
that of the SCS-6/super-a2 composite (200 MPa), but smaller than that of the SCS-6/Ag-Ta/super-
a2 composite (400 MPa). Therefore the presence of a strongly bonded interface does not
guarantee a higher strength than a weakly bonded system. However the potential exists for
increasing the strength of the strongly bonded sapphire/Ta/super-a2 system studied here, for the
strength is limited by two effects that could be eliminated. One is damage introduced into the fibers
by preparing the transverse cross section. From the calculations in Figure 20, the stress at which
cracks fbrined in the fibers was - 450 MPa (700 MPa for a multiple fiber calculation), assuming
that residual stresses are negligible. The strengths of undamaged fibers within a composite would
be expected to be almost an order of magnitude higher than this. The other strength limiting effect
is the presence of a layer of matrix around each fiber that is depleted in 13 phase and is thus a more
brittle site for initiation of circumferential cracks. Presumably this could be avoided by including a
barrier layer at the interface to prevent diffusion of oxygen, which is thought to have caused the
P-depleted region. Another approach would be to add other p3 stabilizing elements to the fiber
coating, that would diffuse into the surrounding matrix and further inhibit cracking under both
monotonic and fatigue loading by locally increasing the ductility in the critical region.
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The optimum transverse strength may be achieved with an intermediate mismatch in thermal
expansion coefficients of the fibers and matrix. In the absence of residual stress, the maximum
tensile stress during transverse loading (for a fully bonded interface and in the absence of plasticity
in the matrix) is the radial stress responsible for circumferential cracking of the interface or nearby
matrix (Figure 20). As discussed above, the residual stress in a composite with fibers of lower
thermal expansion coefficient than that of the matrix would cause the radial stresses to decrease and
the hoop stresses to increase uniformly at the interface. Therefore, if transverse failure is dictated
by crack initiation at the site of the largest tensile stress, then the optimum residual stress would be
that for which the radial stress at 0 = 0 and the hoop stress at 0 = 1E/2 are equal. More rigorous
analysis of this problem, including the effects of plasticity, 12 partial interfacial debonding and
sliding, multiple fiber interactions,! 1,13 and modeling of crack initiation would seem to be a fruitful
avenue for further defining optimum composite properties.
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Abatract-A technique is described for measuring fiber debonding and sliding charactenstics in interrnetal-
lic matrix composites. The method involves pulling a single fiber that protrudes from the composite, while
measuring the applied force and relative displacements of the fiber and matrix. High resolution
displacement mapping methods are used to obtain data dunng initial loading, where sliding progresses
only partly along the fiber. Measurements from a Ti,AIiSiC composite are interpreted using the analysis
of the companion paper. The results indicate a strong effect of constraint on the sliding response and
provide quantitative measurements of sliding resistance, residual stresses, and debond energy. Preliminary
measurements of changes in sliding resistance with cyclic loading are presented.

Rsumi-On decrit une technique pour mesurer la decohesion des fibres et leur glissement dans des
composites i matrice intermitallique. Cette methode consiste a tirer une seule fibre sort du composite.
pendant que l'on mesure la force appliquce et les deplacements relatifs de la fibre et de la matnce. On
utilise les methodes de representation i haute resolution des deiplacements pour obtenir des resultats en
debut de charge, quand le glissement ne se propage qu'en partic le long de la fibre. On interpretue, a partir
de I'analyse de I'article precedent. les mesures effectuies sur un composite Ti3A]/SiC. Les resultats
montrent que Ia contrainte a une forte influence sur la riponse en glissement et fournissent des mesures
quantitatives de la resistance au glissement. des contraintes r6siduelles et de l'energie de decohesion. On
presente aussi des mesures preliminaires de variations de la resistance au glissement avec une charge
cyclique

Zwsammenfassufg-Ein Verfahren zur Messung der Charakteristika des Abl6sens und des Gleitens von
Fasern in Verbundwerkstoffen mit intermetallischer Matrix wird beschrieben. Dieses umfalt das
Herausziehen cier einrzelnen Faser aus dem Verbundwerkstoff, wobei die angelegte Kraft und die relanve
Verschiebung zwischen Faser und Matrix gemessen werden. Mittels hochgenauer Aufzeichnung der
Verschiebung werden Daten zur anfanglichen Belastung. bei der Gleitung nur teilweise entlang der Faser
ablituft, ermittelt. Messungen an dem Verbund Ti,9A.FSiC werden mit der in der begleitenden Arbeit
beschriebenen Analyse ausgewertet. Die Ergebnisse weisen aufeinen starken Einfiul3 von Einschrinkungen
des Gleiaverhaltens hin und ergeben quantitative Messungen von Gleitwiderstand, Restspannungen und
Abl6seenergie. Vortiufige Messungen von Anderungen im Gleitwiderstand in Abhingigkeit von der
zyklischen Belastung werden vorgelegt.

1. INTRODUCTION The technique is related to fiber pushing exper-

iments that have been used to measure interfacial
There is now convincing evidence that some degree of properties in ceramic composites [5-91. In their sim-
weakness in the interfacial region between the fibers plest form, the pushing experiments involve loading

and matrix of intermetallic composites is essential for an indenter on the polished end of a fiber within a
the reinforcing fibers to be effective in improving the thin slice of composite and measuring the force

properties of the composite (1-41. Such evidence needed to cause complete sliding of the fiber through
comes from observations during both fatigue and the slice [10-161. Such experiments have also been
monotonic loading of TiAI/SiC composites. There- used successfully to measure interfacial sliding in
fore, experimental methods are needed for measuring TihAl/SiC composites (17, 181. However, the results of
the mechanical properties of interfaces in these corn- this type of experiment, involving a thin slice of
posites. both as a basis for reliability analysis and as composite, are difficult to interpret in terms of funda-
a means of evaluating and understanding processing mental interfacial properties (debond energy and
changes aimed at optimizing interfacial properties. In frictional sliding parameters), because of the compli-
this paper we describe a technique, based on pulling cations of end effects and residual stresses, and
single fibers out of the composite. which can provide because, in the absence of independent observations.
quantitative measurements of the interfacial sliding it is not generally known whether the onset of
resistance, interfacial debond energy. and residual complete sliding coincides with the initiation of
stresses that exist as a result of mismatch in fiber and debonding or follows progressive debonding and

matrix properties, sliding along the interface. Other studies with ceramic
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composites have shown that much more information T.hk I Prwperticso f Ti.,Ai V 5 omr%)|n

can he extracted from expenments in which individ- Youngs modulu o! mnait. P. Ktu (P..
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ual fibers in a thick specimen are pushed, and the P,,,on r4io w m.Atr. a 1) 3
applied forces and relative displacements of the fibers Poison' raito W• tiher, v, 3
and matrix are measured continuously as the sliding Volume frAction oi fiber.! 0 36

Filer ridiu.•. R, 
7
0O.m

progresses partialw4 along the fiber [5-8). These exper-

iments require very sensitive displacement measure-
ments, since the displacements result from elastic Residual stresses strongly affect the fiber pulling
strains within the sliding portion of the fiber. Dis- experiments. Several techniques, descnbed in detail
placement sensitivity of several nm was achieved by elsewhere, have been used to measure residual stresses
using an ultra low load indenter to push on the fibers in this composite [22). The axial residual stress in the
[5-8). The fiber pulling technique described in this fibers was found by masking the ends of a rectangular
paper is the tensile loading counterpart of this con- beam and etching away all of the matrix within a long
tinuous indentation experiment, the requisite sensi- midsection (56 mm length), to leave the two ends
tivity in displacement measurements being achieved joined by bare fibers. The change in length caused
by direct imaging of the fiber and matrix. by relaxation of residual stress in the fibers was

Calculation of interracial properties and residual measured by taking optical micrographs of both
stresses from these measurements requires the fitting ends against a fixed reference gage before and
of theoretical predictions derived from micromechan- after the matrix was removed. The residual !train
ics modeling of the debonding and sliding process to thus measured was 1.56 +0.02) x 10', which corre-
the experimental data. An abundance of such models, sponds (according to a concentric cylinder calcu-
with various degrees of approximation, have ap- lation) to a compressive axial stress of 800 + 20 MPa

peared in the literature recently, following the wide- in the fiber. The axial residual stress in the matrix was
spread use of the fiber pushing experiments. For the found by analysis of X-ray diffraction peak shifts to
types of composites of interest here, with weakly be 450 + 50 MPa. With the measured volume fraction
bonded (or unbonded) interfaces and low sliding of fibers (f = 0.36) these two values satisfy the con-
resistance, shear-lag models are appropriate. A recent dition for force balance on a cross section of the
shear lag analysis by Hutchinson and Jensen [19] composite.
accounts for effects of thermal and elastic mismatch
of the fibers and matrix as well as interfacial debond- 2.2. Sliding measrements
ing. with sliding over the debonded surfaces governed The single fiber pulling experiment is shown sche-

either by a Coulomb friction law or by a constant matically in Fig. 1. The ends of the specimen in
sliding stress. This analysis has been cast in a form Fig. l(a) were glued to a loading fixture on the stage
that is convenient for comparison with the fiber of an optical microscope. As the ends of the specimen
pulling experiments in the accompanying paper [201. were pulled apart, with the force being measured

continuously by a load cell, high magnification
L. EXPERIMENTAL micrographs were obtained from the region w here

the fiber exited the matrix as in Fig. INb). From
2.1. Material these micrographs accurate measurements of the

A titanium-aluminide!SiC composite. in the form distance that the fiber pulled out of the matnx %ere
of a thin sheet (0.7 mm thickness) containing three obtained.
layers of uniaxially aligned fibers.t was used for the The specimens were prepared from beams
interfacial sliding measurements. The composition of (- 40 mm x 3 mm x 0.7 mm) of the composite which
the -,-based matrix was Ti-25AI-lONb-3Mo--IV contained fibers aligned uniaxially along the beams.
(super-a,). The fibers were CVD SiC of diameter The matrix and all but one of the fibers were removed
140 y m. with several carbon-rich outer layers (SCS-6) from the central section ( - 4 mm length) of the beam
that provide a weakly bonded sheath on the outside by a combination of diamond cutting and chemical
of the fibers [21]. Studies of the microstructure. mech- etching. First. most of the material within the central
anical properties, and residual stresses in the com- section was removed by grinding, leaving seseral
posite have been published elsewhere [1. 2.4, 22.231. fibers and the surrounding matrix. Then. the remain-
Some reaction between the outer layers of the fiber ing matrix was removed by etching, while protecting
and the matrix occurred during consolidation. form- the ends with a mask. The fibers that were not to be
ing a layer of fine-grained silicdes and carbides tested were then individually removed by cutting %sIth
-2Am thickness around each fiber [231. Pertinent a diamond saw operated under a microscope. A saw
mechanical properties of the composite are listed in cut was also made through the top layer of fibers at
Table I. a predetermined distance from the central section

(1.5 mm in the present experiments), in order to allow

tComposite manufactured by Textron Specialty Materials. data to be collected during complete sliding of the

Waltham. Mass.: super-i. TiAl matrix wiih SCS--, SiC fiber [Fig. l(c)], as well as from the initial loading

tibers. region where partial sliding occurred [Fig. INb}.
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(a)

(b) \,J <.. MICROSCOPE

PARTIAL SLIP: SLIP LENGTH

(C)

COMPLETE SLIP

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of fiber pulling experiment. (a) Test specimen; (b) Initial loading where sliding
occurs partially along the embedded length of fiber: (c) Pullout where entire embedded length of fiber

slides.

The relative displacements of the fiber and matrix were compared with those along the top of the fiber
were found by measuring changes in separation of to obtain the displacement measurements. The micro-
corresponding image features (from the matrix and graph of Fig. 2(a) was obtained before loading.
fibers) in pairs of micrographs. one obtained before Fig. 2(b) during initial loading (just before sliding
load was applied to the specimen and the other reached the saw cut, relative displacement 7 9.8 Um),
during loading. For the data reported here. this and Fig. 2(c) immediately after complete sliding had
differential measurement was obtained by stereo begun (relative displacement 39gm).
viewing of pairs of micrographs [24]. although the Measurements were obtained during both mono-
measurement can also be done by computerized tonic and cyclic loading experiments. All measure-
digital image correlation [25]. Both methods yield ments required the load to be held constant dunng
relative displacement resolution of - 10 nm from exposure of the micrographs. The -monotonic" load-
optical micrographs (substantially smaller than the ing experiments included a single unload reload cycle
point-to-point resolution of the individual micro- during the initial loading phase. where only partial
graphs), provided the imaging conditions for both sliding occurred, in order to provide additional data
micrographs are identical (illumination and collection that is useful for distinguishing effects of residual
optics, focus, specimen orientation and position). stresses. This single cycle did not significantly affect

Typical micrographs. taken at three stages of the the remainder of the force-displacement relation.
experiment, are shown in Fig. 2. The surface of the Multiple cyclic loading experiments were done ton
fiber is in focus along a line at the top of the fiber. another specimen) at various stages of pullout as a
As a result of the etching, the surface of the matm.x preliminary investigation of fatigue of the interfacial
from which the fiber protruded was at an angle oi- properties. Within the initial loading region. the load
approximately 50 to the plane of the micrographs. so was cycled repeatedly between a fixed maximum
that the matrix is in focus only along a line perpen- value and zero. Cycling in the pullout region invol,,ed
dicular to the fiber. The image features along this line reversing the load so as to push the fiber and cause
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•- "' Fig, 3. Schematic diagram of fiber pushout test.

complete sliding in the opposite direction for a dis-
(a) tance of lO01um, then pulling it back to the original• -• .position.

2.3. Comparison with fiber pushing experiments

Some simple fiber pushout measurements were
done in order to provide a comparison with the fiber

• , pulling results. In these experiments a thin polished
slice of the composite (with fibers oriented normal to

0 the slice) was glued into a fixture as shown in Fig. 3.
and the ends of the fibers were pushed using a Vickers
indenter. The specimen mounting method illustrated
in Fig. 3 avoids extraneous bending stresses that

k. - might arise if the specimen was simply supported on
a base plate containing a hole. The indentation load
was measured continuously using a load cell.

although in these experiments the displacement was
not measured.

3. RESULTS

The relative displacements of the fiber and matrix
'A.• at various stages of a fiber pulling experiment are

shown in Fig. 4. The data to the left of the peak in
Fig. 4(a) correspond to initial loading, where sliding
between fiber and matrix occurs only over a limited
distance along the fiber, whereas data to the right of
"the peak correspond to complete sliding of the entire

so

,'-,*.... 40
0

10

(C) 0• so 0 ,0

Fig. 2. F\amples of optical micrographs from %%hich FIBERDISPLACEMENT. u(pm)

measurements ikere obtained. )I, Zero load. iN dunng Fig. 4. Force and displacement measurements from fiber
nitial Loadmin partial lip). load 50 N. (ci after complete pulling experiment. TiAI.SiC composite with embedded

sliding began. hoad 34 Ný fiber length 1.5 mm.
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Fig. 6. Data from pullout region of Fig. 4 with predicted
so curves for constant friction and Coulomb friction models.

50. r CONST in mately 2 00,um of the fiber had pulled out, the load
A.1.14

40 . decreased linearly with pullout distance, correspond-
Ss.

7 ing to a constant frictional sliding resistance.

30 4Examination by scanning electron microscopy of
both the fiber after it was pulled completely out of the

LL 20 matrix and the remaining hole after sectioning indi-
* INITAL LOADING cated that separation occurred between the outer

10.* UNýLOAD
SRELOAD (SCS-6) coating of the fiber and the reaction layer that

(b) 0 .1 existed between the fiber and matrix (Fig. 7). This was
0 2 a 6 10 confirmed by EDAX analysis of the fiber surface:

FIBER DISPLACEMENT. u (gm) within the region that was exposed by the etchant

Fig. 5. Data from initial loading region of Fig. 4. Continu- there were traces of Al. Ti. Mo and Nb remaining
ous curves for initial loading are best fit of equation (I) in from the matrix and or reaction layer. whereas over
(a) and equation (2) in (b), both with Fr 0. Curves for the surface that was exposed by sliding there was no
unload/reload cycles predicted from equations (3) to (6) sign of these elements (the oniy signal detected being
using values of S. and 6* or 6 caiibrated from curve fit to

initial loading. Si from the fiber). These results also provide good
evidence that the interface was not preferentially
attacked by the etchant during specimen preparation.

embedded length of fiber (15 mm). The initial load- Over most of the sliding surface there was no appar-
ing included a single unload:reload cycle between ent damage to the outer coating of the fiber, although
loads of 37 N (corresponding to an axial stress of near the end of the fiber the coating was cracked.
2.4 GPa on the end of the fiber) and zero; the data Results of a cyclic loading experiment are shown in
from the initial loading region are shown with an Fig. 8. Cycling the load between 20 N and zero 150
expanded displacement scale in Fig. 5 (the curves in times [Fig. 8(a)] during the initial loading phase
this figure are fitted according to two interface models (partial slip) had only a minor effect on the sliding
discussed in Section 4). The partial recovery of resistance: the displacement during subsequent load-
the displacement during the unloading half-cycle ing above 20 N was increased slightly (2, 10%). At
(approx. 30%) and the hysteresis between unloading the peak load of 28 N the entire fiber began sliding:
and reloading are characteristic of frictional sliding this load is lower than that in Fig. 4 because in this
between the matrix and fiber. After reloading to 37 N specimen the embedded length was smaller
the displacement was almost the same as before (0.78 mm). The fiber was pulled out 170 rm. then the
unloading, indicating that the sliding resistance of the load was reversed until the entire fiber moved in the
interface had not degraded significantly during the opposite direction for a distance of 100pum. then the
unload/reload cycle, load was reversed again to pull the fiber back out to

When, during continued loading, the sliding dis- 170prm. This cycle was repeated 20 times [Fig. 8(b)].
tance reached the end of the fiber (at a load of 50 N, During each load reversal there were small displace-
corresponding to stress 3.25 GPa in the fiber) the ments [-. 2 pm. see inset of Fig. 8(b)] corresponding
transition to complete sliding was accompanied by a to the progression of reverse slip partly along the
discontinuous load drop and increase in displace- interface. After 20 cycles, the force needed to make
ment. Subsequent pullout involved stick-slip motion, the entire fiber move had decreased by - 25 % as
with amplitude initially - I N (smaller than the sym- shown in Fig. 8(c).
bols in Fig. 4), but decaying to <0.1 N after 200pm Examination of the fiber surface after pulling the
of movement. The displacements during the entire fiber completely out of the matrix indicated that
pullout phase are shown in Fig. 6. After approxi- separation had taken place between the outer coating
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Fig - Scanning electron micrographs shoxAing fiber from experiment of Fig 4 w~er iceinL pulled out of
the matrix

of the fiber and the reaction product la~er in the In the fiber pu,,hing experiments the applied load
matrix, as in monotonic loading. Ho%%eer. the SCS-6 xAi, increa,,ei _-ontinuousl\ until complete sliding
layers on the fiber 'xere severel\ cracked Fiie. 91. It of the fibe- begzan. Ahereupon the load decreased
is not knox% n \& hether the c. acking occurred %%hile the ahrupilx From I1) tests in the Jlice of' thickness
fiber %as %kithin the matrix, or %hether it Aas caused j7.1§ min. the peak load sxas 4- - - N. In most cases
b\ relief of residualI stresses ibuilt up b,. deformation dliding, occurred at the same location as in the pulling
occurring during the repeated 5liding) af-ter removintz expenments ii.e_ betsxeen the outer la)ýer of the fiber
the fiber. and the reaction product laxer :n the matrix iFig. 1i).

Ic 0 iriiiai loading (pafliai suip)
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I-c orce di..placznlcnit measuremntni durine, :\,Iic loading al oad c ýced %~een '0 \ ind zero
duri"m iii, inin loauding. hi ioadctld in tcnwroit cOiipre,,ioi ,, 1u, :ous lidin, ,'I the entire embedded
eLn.tl of fibethr bick .ind orib. 10 \ariaiion of load needed iniih) !,, cause :ornplete slidin w~ith number
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6 = - AS In _ 1 -- -- S Data from the fiber pulling experiments IflicIte
that the parameter I is close to. or less than zero

(F'> 0) (1) Relative sliding between the fibers and matrix has
been observed at applied loads as low• at 3 N. a

fo r C o u lo m b fric tio n a t th e slid in g in te r fa c e , a n d de e n li m i t w h i eh i oi ds bs th e a tc u ,a
detection limit which is imposed by€ the accurac-, of

6 the displacement measurements. With this limit on
S= + 2SSRo(A - I) - l-2F'SRo(A- I) the stress, a,, needed to initiate debonding, ýhe

(P > 0) (2) equations of Table 2 provide an upper bound for the
intrinsic debond energy of the interface. G,

for interfacial sliding governed by a constant sliding (a -
resistance r. G, _< (7)

The normalized parameters S., S R, and F' rep- 4E.
resent the applied load, the residual stress, and the With the values of a,.* E.,, Rf, and b, from Tables I
debond energy; P and b' are displacement scaling and 3, and ad < 200 MPa (corresponding to 3 N
parameters which are dependent on the interfacial load), this upper bound becomes 41 J,m:. Although
sliding properties; and A is a dimensionless parameter the use of this equation with data corresponding to
that is dependent upon the elastic properties and small loads (and hence small sliding distances) is
thermal anisotropy of the fibers and matrix. Debond- questionable, the conclusion (that F' 0) is also
ing of the interface initiates at the normalized applied consistent with analysis of the data at higher loads
load S, = r'. Therefore equations (1) and (2) require where the sliding distances are large enough to satisfy
that S, be larger than F'. If F' is negative. spon- the requirements of the shear lag models. In this case.
taneous debonding and sliding between the fiber and we will see that unless F' 0 neither analysis can be
matrix occurs during sectioning of the composite fitted to the data using parameters consistent with
(note, from Table 2, that since F' is the sum of two independent measurements. For F' < 0 (i.e. a, = 0).
terms, one proportional to the debond energy and the the upper-bound debond energy is reduced to
other the residual stress, the condition F' = 0 corre- 26 J/rm.
sponds to finite debond energy). In that case the The data from Fig. 5 were analyzed in terms of the
displacements are given by equations (1) and (2) with two models by first fitting equations (I) and (2). with
r' = 0 (i.e. the displacements are independent of the F' = 0, to the data for initial loading, within the load
debond energy). The equations are also restricted to range zero to 50 N. excluding the data from the
applied loads S, < SRO; if S, > SRO the normal svress unloadireload cycle. The value of A was calculated
at the interface becomes tensile. from the elastic properties listed in Tables I and 3.

The changes in displacement during unloading and assuming initially that both the elastic misfit strain
reloadin& are given, for the Coulomb friction model, and the elastic properties of the fibers are isotropic.
by These assumptions are uncertain because direct

6p- 6 measurements of transverse properties of the fibers
6, = (SRO -S do not exist and because plastic yielding of the matrix

during cooling from the fabrication temperature

r SO - I - could have introduced anisotropy in the elastic misfit
SI - 1 S(unloading) (3) strain. The influence of strain anisotropy. character-

ized by the parameter f = ( T. where t ' and i I are

and the misfit strains in the radial and axial directions.
will be examined below. The values of 6 * and 6 were

6 - 6= adjusted. for various values of SRO, to fit the measured
6 (Rdisplacement at the peak load (S, = I), and the values

of S3 p that gave the best fits to the remainder of

Si X o0 S (reloading) (4) the data were selected (Fig. II). These values of SR0
L SR. - S. 1and P" or 6' are listed in Table 4. along with the

where 6. is the displacement at the peak load. given corresponding values of the residual stress. a,.-0. and

by equation (I) with S. = 1. and 60 is the displacement
after unloading, given by equation (3) with S, = 0. Table 3. Dimensionless elastic par-
The corresponding displacements for the constant ameters," (assuming isotropic fibers)
friction model are a. 1 64

a, 0.536
-- b, 0400

I-S (I - S (unloading) (5) b: 0188

and .4 -(I Ya, 1.14

S-I6 0  1 "'Evaluated from Ref 1191. with the
= -S- (reloading) (6) elastic properties listed in Table I

IS' 2 and 1
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3001 A1 414 , I tion model show significant discrepancy with the
COIs•SrANT data. whereas those for the constant friction model

show good agreement.
2000 . Failure of the Coulomb friction model is also

evident in the value of residual axial stress in the

. fiber that was evaluated from the curve fit to the
1000 initial loading data (Table 4). this value was a,*,

-1600 MPa. which is double the value measured
independently (-800 MPa. Section 2) This dis-
crepancy is much larger than experimental errors. On

0 the othcr hand, the value obtained from the constant
0 2 10

FIBER DISPLACEMENT (m) frictional stress model, a - 780 MPa, was in
agreement with the independent measurement.

To check whether anisotropy of the misfit strain
MOO would have a significant effect on the companson of

A., 11414 the Coulomb model with the data, the curve fitting
CONTATTwas repeated for various values of i =44.T h

Mo~o fto anisotropy enters the analysis via the influence of A' on
the parameters a2 and a,, which affect the parameter

1' 7 A (and hence SRO) in equations (1), (3) and (4). Note
5 ~that, for a given residual axial stress aejO in the fibers,

does not affect the curves for the constant friction
model, since the only appearance of A and Se in
equations (2), (5) and (6) is in the term SR0(A - I) in

0, equation (2). which can be written as a,; op (Table 1).
(6) 4 0 a 10 The curves from the Coulomb friction model withFIBER DISPLACEMENT (1,r) A = 4 that best fit the initial loading data are shown,

Fig. 1I. Comparisons of equations (1) and (2) with data along with the predicted unload reload curves, in Fig.
from Fig. S. (a) Coulomb friction model (equation (l)J for 12(a); the corresponding values of ao and the other
various values of SRO with 6" obtained by fitting to
measured peak load and displacement; (b) constant friction parameters are listed in Table 4 for ;.i = 2. 4 and 10.
model [equation (2)] with 6' obtained by fitting to measured Both the predicted unloadreload curves and the

peak load and displacement. calibrated values of a • agree more closely with the
aata and independent residual stress measurement as

frictional property (j for the Coulomb model and r the value of . increases. This trend is to be expected.
for the constant friction model) calculated from these since with increasing .' the normal interfacial residual
fitted parameters using the equations of Table 2. stress becomes larger for a given residual axial stress

The fitted values of 6 , 6' and SR, were then used in the fiber. Consequently the relatire changes in
to generate predicted curves for the unload/reload normal interfacial stress over the region of sliding
cycle, using equations (3)-(6). These predicted cures become smaller (the absolute change in normal stress
and the fitted initial loading curves are compared is determined by the stress applied to the end of the
with the data in Fig. 5. The initial loading curves for tiber), resulting in a smaller relative change in inter-
both models show reasonable agreement with the facial sliding resistance. For the case of A = 10. the
data (perhaps slightly better for the constant friction normal interfacial stress at the peak applied load of
model), a result that is not surprising since there are 50 N would vary between 1050 MPa at the end of the
two adjustable parameters for each. However. the sliding region to 918 MPa at the surface where the
predicted unload, reload curves for the Coulomb fric- fiber exits the matrix, with corresponding frictional

Table 4. Parameters evaluated b% curve fitting to initial loading data

r -o r=_O.i

, 4 1t0

Coulomb model
A 1.14 1.087 1.057 V038 I14
J. 28 45 66 89 38
Sao 3.5 5 6.5 8 5
,A 0.23 0.14 0.10 0.074 017
0; (MPal -1600 -1400 - 1200 -990 -2300

Constant frietion model
. ]14 1 14
6( (pm 66. 55
Sao 1.7 3
r (MPa) 68
a; tMPa) -Y'80 - 13s0

M* 40:3-C
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SCONstaNt ,,for Coulomb friction. and

I0A I . 7 R , " 21 / ( s ' - 1,1 9
40

for the constant friction model The results arc
indicated by the upper scales in Fig. 5aw and (bi For

0 •oboth models, the calculated slip lengths satislt, the

condition I R > 2 (a requirement of the dcbond

,0 analysis of Ref. (191) over the entire range of data
Moreover, the corresponding applied loads .atisf,

(a) 0 2 the shear-lag requirement IT > r.
FIBER DISPLACEMENT. u (Ilai) 4.2. Pullout (sliding in'er entire embedded lengih ul

60 fiber)

CONTsANT 9, A constant interfacial sliding resistance Aould rc-50 A.1 14

S.35s10, 1-.0 suit in a linear decrease in the applied force Aith
s 111, '-., 1pullout distance. when sliding occurs over the entire

embedded length of fiber At pullout distances larger
j 30 than 200/pm this is the case for the data in Fig 6

cc However. at smaller pullout distances the force,, are
W o0 larger than the extrapolation from the linear region.

a trend that is contrary to the response that sAould
result from Coulomb friction. for which the force

0 would fall below the linear extrapolation [26[ The
(b) 0 2 4 6 8 '0 results indicate that the magnitude of the a'eraaiz

FIBER DISPLACEMENT, u (prm) sliding resistance along the embedded length of fiber
Fig. 12. Effect of (a) anisotropy in misfit strain I;. = t r) decreased as the fiber was pulled out for the first
and Nb) positive values of F on curve fitting with Coulomb 200/am, from an initial value of - 66 MPa to a sieadx

friction model. Data from Fig. 5. state value of -40 MPa (Fig, 131

4.3. Pushout
stresses of 77 and 67 MPa. Therefore the response is The force required to cause complete sliding in the
indeed close to that of a constant frictional stress. fiber pushout experiments 147 + 7 N) was substan-
However. such a large anisotropy in misfit strain is tially larger than in fiber pulling experiments with
not likely to be realistic. suggesting that another fibers of similar embedded length [Fig. 8(bh. peak
physical phenomenon must be responsible for the force 27 NJ. Such a difference is expected in ihc
constant friction behavior, presence of residual axial compressive stress in the

To confirm the validity of using F'r < 0 in the fiber and a finite debond energy (201. For a gien
analysis, the curve fitting was repeated with several embedded length. the critical applied stresses in
positive values of F'. The curves corresponding to pulling (a') and pushing (cr:) are related approxi-
debond initiation loads of 5 and 10 N (F' = 0.1 and mately by (for FI _< 0) [20]
0.2) for the Coulomb friction model are shown in Fig.
12(b), and corresponding values of et* and the other I.cI - la.1 : 21;'. (1)0)

parameters are listed in Table 4. Both of the dis-
crepancies noted above, in the degree of recovery
during unloading and in the magnitude of the re- -d PAmrtA SLIP
sidual axial stress in the fiber, become larter as the 0
value of F' is increased. A similar trend is evident for ! r coPLrETE SLI
positive values of F' for the constant friction model ca
(Table 4). Therefore. the constant friction modcl with W 1, . .
F" _< 0 is the only combination that is consistent with rn

the measurements. 1z'
As a final check that the sliding conditions satisfy 2 2

the assumptions of the analysis, the debond lengths. 2_
=1. were evaluated at various states of loading, using L

the calibrated parameters from Table 4 and the a ,00 200 200 •00
following expressions [201 PULLOUT DISTANCE. u (pmo)

I R = - (---ln[__ S ,, Fig. 13. Averag e frictional stress dunng tiher pullout. .:icu-
k2o r' - SRI, lated 8rom data of Fig. 6
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F
FIBER

Fig 4: IIncre•sed radizal misfit strain due it surfac.e roughness in :ontrained fiber Shidin

With the measured difference in forces required for A constant shding resistance along the debonded

complete initial sliding in the pulling and pushing interface, as indicated b, the results in Fig. 5. could
experiments, cquation (10) gives ' in the range be consistent ),ith a Coulomb friction law governing
360-800 MPa. The upper end of this range is equal local interfacial sliding if the effect of Poisson's
to the measured magnitude of a and therefore contraction is exactly cancelled b,, the increased
corresponds to F 0 and G. - 26 J mi. whereas the sliding resistance due to surface roughness. The sur-
lower end corresponds to G, = 5 1 mi. face roughness causes an increased radial misfit strain

between the fibers and matrix as illustrated in Fig. 14.

5. DISCUSSION which tends to oppose the decrease in misfit strain
due to Poisson's contraction. The misfit due to

Analysis of the experimental data from the repon surface roughness increases continuously with the
of initial loading indicated that the resistance to magnitude of the local relative sliding displacement of
sliding between the fiber and matrix was constant the fiber and matrix, as long as the sliding displace-
(within < 10%) along the debonded region of the ment is smaller than the period of the roughness. At
interface. The results differ significantly from the a gizen applied load. the local sliding displacements
response predicted from a smooth fiber-matrix inter- are maximum near the surface of the test specimen

face with sliding governed by a Coulomb friction la%: (equal to the measured displacement) and decrease to
the observed behavior could result from such an zero at the end of the sliding region. The Poisson's
interface only if the anisotropy in the elastic misfit contraction, which is proportional to the change in
strain between the fiber and matrix is unreasonabik axial strain in the fiber. decreases similarly over the
large (more than a factor of 10). so that changes in sliding region. Therefore there is a tendency for the
normal stress due to Poisson's contraction along the roughness and Poisson's effects to cancel locally over
region of slidini are small compared with the initial the entire sliding region. if the displacements are
residual stress. smaller than the period of the roughness. This con-

Recent expt. 5 mtcnts by Jero and Kerans [161 and dicion is satisfied for all of the data in Fig. 5. since at
Fuller et al. [27. 28] have demonstrated an important the peak load iSO N\) the measured displacement is
effect of interface morphology on the constrained - 10 min. %hich is similar to the period of the surface
sliding of fibers in glass matrix composites in %%hich roughness on the fiber WFigs 7 and 10) At this peak
residual compressixe stresses existed normal to the applied load. the difference in axial strains in the fiber
interftce. Fibers were pushed and pulled out of thin at the surface of the matrix and in the bulk of the
slices of composite ti.e. complete sliding) while the composite is -0.01. which leads to a radial contrac-
loads required to move the fibers were measured lion of -0 pjimn. This is similar to the amplitude of
When the direction of sliding was reversed, significant the roughness of the fiber
load drops "ere observed as the fibers returned ,o
their original positions. whereas the load increased ... (I. (tONt.t SIONS
the fibers inoted past these positions. The ditsri,i.c

oci which the sliding load was reduced %%as .,ppro\i- Measurements; of ,ingle fiber sliding in a TiAI SiC
rnatel. 10 p ni. similar to the period of surface rough- composite hax.e been obtained with suffictcnt accu-
nes, on the fibers, and similar also to the rainee ,,1 rac\ to permit detailed comnparison witlh the predic-
dispLiccnicnis in Fig. . These results sUtg.est thit lions oltse'scral mtirolicchanical models. and therchb
sliing of surface irreizularities o\er each other c:ti' aillow\ measurement ot intertacial properties, The
incrcaid slidimn resistance, results difltr signric.intl\ from the response expected
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of a smooth interface governed by a Coulomb friction 6. D. B. Marshall and W C. Oliver, J. Mater Se, EngnX

law; instead the interfacial sliding resistance is con- A126. 95 (1990).
7. T. P. Weihs and W. D. Nix, J. Am Ceram. S,,, 74. 524

stant along the debonded region of interface (shear (1991).

stress of 66 MPa). These results and other obser- 8. T. P. Wpihs, C. M. Dick and W D. Nix, in MRS Symp.
vations in the literature lead us to suggest that the Proc. 120 (edited by F. D. Lemkey, S. G. Fishman,

combination of surface roughness and the con- A. G. Evans and J. R. Striffe) (1988).
9. D. B. Marshall, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 67, 259 (1984).

strained geometry of the sliding test tend to cancel the 10. M. K. Brun and R. N. Singh, Adv. Ceram. Mater 3. 506
effect of Poisson's contraction when fibers are loaded (1988).
in tension. II. R. J. Kerans, R. S. Hay, N. J. Pagano and T. A

When sliding displacements were small (< 10 um, Parthasarathy. Am. Ceram. Bull. 6&, 429 (1989).
corresponding to partial debonding and sliding) t 12. G. Morscher. P. Pirouz and A. H. Heuer. J. Am. Ceram.

Soc. 73, 713 (1990).
sliding resistance remained constant during both 13. J. W. Laughner and R. T. Bhatt. J. Am. Ceram Soc 72.
monotonic and cyclic loading. However, substantial 2017 (1989).

degradation of the sliding resistance was observed 14. T. P. Weihs and W. D. Nix. Scripta metall. 22, 271
when the sliding displacements were large. corre- (1988).
sponthsding todpulloutwitacomplents e d reb ing 15. J. D. Bright, D. K. Shetty, C. W. Griffin and S. Y
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ANALYSIS OF FIBER DEBONDING AND SLIDING
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Abstract-The use of a recent analysis of fiber debonding and sliding in brittle matrix composites
to interpret the results of fiber pulling and pushing experiments is examined. The stresdisplacement
relations are expressed in normalized forms that are convenient for curve fitting to experimental
measurements and the analysis is extended to provide stress-displacemeni relations for cyclic loading in
addition to monotonic loading. The ranges of some of the important elastic parameters and their influence
on the stress-displacement relations are examined. Differences between single and multiple fiber pulling
and between pushing and pulling experiments are assessed.

R6smm"--On examine I'usage d'une analyse r6cente de la d6cohi-sion et du glissement des fibres dans des
composites i matrice fragile afin d'interpriter les r~sultats d'exp~riences de traction-compression sur les
fibres. Les relations contrainte-diplacement sons exprim•e sous des formes normalisies qui conviennent
pour faire coincider les courbes et les mesures experimentales, et cette analyse est etendue pour obtenir
des relations contrainte-deplacement dans It cas d'une charge cyclique ajoutee i la charge monotone. On
itude It domaine de variation de quelques parametres klastiques importants. et Icur influence sur Its
relations contrainte-deplacement. On met en 6vidence des diffirences entre Ies experiences de traction sur
une ou plusieurs fibres, et entre les expiriences de compression et de traction.

Zuammenfassaug-Es wird untersucht, inwieweit eine kfirzlich entwickelte Analyse der Abl6sung und des
Gleitens von Fasern in Verbundwerkstoffen mit spr6der Matrix auf Ergebnisse von Expenmenten
des Faserausziehens und -einstoflens angewendet werden kann. Die Spannungs-Dehnungsbeziehungen
werden in normalisierter Form dargestellt, weil diese gfinstig fur die Kurvenanpassung der experimentellen
Messungen sind, Die Analyse wird erweiten, urn zusitzlich zu den Spannungs-Dehnungsbeziehungen fir
monotone Belastung solche ftir zyklische Belastung zu erhalten. Der Bereich einiger wichtiger elastischer
Parameter und deren EinfluB auf die Spannungs-Dehnungsbeziehungen werden untersucht. Die Unter-
schiede zwischen Einzelfaser- und Vielfashfaserausziehen und zwischen Zug- und Druckexperimenten
werden behandelt.

1. INTRODUCTION remarkably good for many experiments 12-71. This
model has also been extended to account for the

Techniques based on the pushing and pulling of fibers effects of Mode i1 fracture energy associated with the
have been developed recently for measuring mechan- tip of the debond crack and axial residual stress in the
ical properties of interfaces in ceramic and inter- fiber [6]. Other models have been suggested based on
metallic matrix composites [1-18). A wide variety of a Coulomb friction law governing the sliding resist-
specimen and loading configurations have been used, ance, but not accounting for the influence of axial
including single or multiple fibers and very thick or residual stress in the fibers (which we shall show later
thin specimens. The most sensitive of these exper- has a dominant effect on the response) [19, 20]. Three
iments provide continuous measurements of the recent analyses have accounted for both axial and
applied force and the relative sliding displacements radial residual stresses with a Coulomb friction law,
of the fiber and matrix, as debonding and sliding one by Hutchinson ad Jensen [21] for mechanically
progress stably along the fiber [2-7]. Calculation loaded fibers, another by Cox [22] for thermally
of interfacial properties, such as debond energy loaded fibers (i.e. sliding that occurs near a free
and frictional sliding resistance, from these measure- surface during thermal cycling, as a result of a
ments relies on curve fitting with theoretical predic- mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients of the
tions derived from micromechanics modeling of the fibers and matrix) and the third by Kerans and
debonding and sliding process. Parthasarathy [23] for the special case of a single

Most analyses of fiber sliding have been based on isotropic, mechanically loaded fiber in an infinite
shear-lag models with various degrees of approxi- matrix.
mation. The simplest models assume that sliding Exact numerical results, based on a full elasticity
along a debonded interface is resisted by a constant solution for the matrix, have been obtained recently
shear stress t, an approximation that turns out to be by Freund [24] for the problem of complete sliding of
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a finite, unhonded fiber along a cylindrical hole in an 2. REVIEW OF MODEL OF

infinite matrix. Direct comparison of stress distri- HUTCHINSON AND JENSEN

butions in the fiber with those of the Lame solution
used by Hutchinson and Jensen [211 indicated The concentriccylindermodeldepictedinFig 1(a)
good agreement over a wide range of relative elastic is taken to represent a composite reinforced with

stiffness values. Numerical solutions and approxi- a volume fraction f =RR of aligned continuous

mate analytical results have also been given by Sig] fibers. The analysis is restricted to composites with

and Evans [25] for partial debonding and sliding, a residual compressive stress acting across the

Another analytical approach, which is approximate fiber-matrix interface, as is usually the case with

and which also requires numerical solutions to intermetallic matrix composites and sometimes the

obtain slip lengths and displacements, has been used case with ceramic matrix composites. Pulling (or

by McCartney [26] to analyze a variety of fiber slid- pushing) on the fiber at the end of the cylinder (which

ing problems. However, for comparison with fiber corresponds to a sectioned surface or a crack surface

sliding experiments, the explicit analytical results of of the composite) causes a debond crack to Stow

Hutchinson and Jensen 1211 are especially convenient, along the fiber-matrix interface. The length of the

as well as being more general than most prior work debond is dictated by a Mode II fracture energy.

in the treatment of boundary conditions, debonding. Go, at the crack tip and frictional sliding over the

and anisotropy. debonded surfaces. Two types of sliding resistance

The purpose of this paper is to examine the use of will be considered; (I) a constant frictional stress,

Ilutchinson and Jensen's analysis to deduce inter- ro, between the fibers and matrix over all regions

facial properties from experimental measurements of where sliding occurs, and (2) Coulomb friction,

fiber sliding. Their analysis provides explicit relations with the frictional stress being proportional to the

for the relative sliding displacements as a function of normal stress, a,, (which is negative) across the

monotonically increasing applied load. The model sliding interface

will be extended to provide similar relations for T a= (I)
uisplacements during an unloadreload cycle. Such
measurements provide valuable additonal infor- where the friction coefficient, A, is taken as constant.

mation for deducing interfacial properties, since the The frictional sliding causes relative displacements

displacements are independent of the debond energy of the fiber and matrix at the end of the cylinder

and the initial axial residual stress in the fibers. (: = I). These displacements are measured in

Although the analysis of Hutchinson and Jensen push/pull experiments and are related to the opening
provides concise and convenient expressions for displacements of a bridged crack in the composite.

stresses, strains, and debond energies, the displace- The displacements are given by integrals of the axial
ment equations contain a large number of parameters strains in the fiber and matrix. The analysis of
which characterize the elastic properties of the fibers Hutchinson and Jensen [21] provides solutions for the

and matrix, residual misfit strains, anisotropy of the axial strains in terms of frictional properties. debond
fibers. volume fraction of fibers, friction coefficient energy and other relevant parameters. Most of the
(or, in the case of constant sliding resistance, a discussion here will refer explicitly to fiber pulling.
frictional stress) and interfacial debond energy. although the analysis applies also to pushing, and

The Lquations will be expressed in a normalized form specific relations for pushing will be presented in
that reduces the number of explicit parameters to Section 6.
three, in addition to load and displacement. One The notation of Hutchinson and Jensen [211 will be
of these parameters is a combination of elastic used as far as possible, although some new normaliz-
constants; another, SR,, characterizes the initial ing parameters will be defined in later sections. The
residual stresses: and the third parameter, F, charac- matrix is taken as elastic and isotropic, with Young's
terizes the Mode II debond energy at the crack tip modulus E. and Poisson's ratio v.. The fiber is taken

(Sit and F are also dependent on elastic constants). to be transversely isotropic, with Young's moduli
The influence of each of these parameters on the EF and E,, in the axial and transverse directions,
load-displacement curves will be examined. The and Poisson's ratios v, and v, governing transverse
ranges of some of tht important elastic parameters in Poisson's strains due to axial and transverse loading
typical composites will be explored, and differences respectively.'t The properties ', and E, enter the

between single fiber and multiple fiber pulling will be analysis via the parameter Cr (I - V'r)E/E. Here
assessed. we define - '(I - vi), so that for isotropic fibers

I. To maintain analytical tractability, the analy-
"tFor a transversely isotropic material loaded in the axial or sis of unload/reload cycles will be restricted to cases

transNerse directions there are three Poisson's ratios, v,.. with either v(= v,, or f = 0. The elastic misfit strains
,,, ind r,, where refers to strain in direction i due to between the fiber and matrix are (r and , in the
stress in direction Hovcvr. since v,, and r,, ire related
hN v, - v,, E, E,. onl) two of the Poisson's ratios, radial and axial directions characterized in Ref. 1211

and v, ,= E , in addition to the Young's moduli Er and by -= and t r ' ,'. As discussed in Ref. [211,

E,. are needed to specify the elastic response. the misfit could arise from mismatch of thermal
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expansion coefficients, or from irregularities of the surface were conside-,': -_ I has zero normal
fiber surface. For the former, (T and A. are constant and shear tractions, . "ype I1 also has zero
under isothermal conditions, whereas the misfit shear tractions, but has radial displacement, a,. con-
due to nonuniformity would be dependent upon the strained to be the same as its value far ahead of the
amount of sliding, and thus the applied load and debond crack. Type 1 conditions are ap'ropriae for
position along the fiber. Preliminary analyses of single fiber pulling or pushing experiments and in
misfit strains due to nonuniformity have been done general at positions well ahead of the debond crack.
recently by several authors [23, 27] and could possibly Type 1: conditions are appropriate over the debonded
'e incorporated in the present analysis. However, this region of a composite in which all fibers are pulled

Snot attempted here. If the residual stresses cause equally (such as bridging fibers within a crack).
yielding of the matrix during cooling from the fabri- provided the slip length is small compared with the
cation temperature. both •t and ). may differ from specimen width. Type II conditions were also used
values calculated for a purely elastic response during by Cox f22J in analyzing sliding of fibers, ncar a free
cooling surface during thermal cycling, whereas earlier anils -

Stresses and strains in alny sec 110n transverse to ses used only Type I boundary conditions. We will
the :axcis were e\valuaied on the basis of Ihe Lame see later that large differences in load. displaeement
solution. an approximation that is valid if the axial relations can result from these different boundary
stresses vary slowly over distances comparable to the conditions.
fiber radius. This condition is satisfied if r is small The axial stresses. o,, in the fiber during initial
compared with the axial stress in the fiber. of. Two loading are shown schematically in Fig. 1(b). Wcll
types of boundary conditions on the outer cylindrical ahead of the debonded region the stresses and strains
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are constant and given by the Lame problem with ical solutions in Ref. (211 shows that equation 04) is
Type I boundary conditions, as well as the conditions a good approximation if the sliding distance exceeds
that the axial strains ifand i. in the fiber and matrix 2 -3 times the fiber radius. The error is shown to
be equal and the normal stresses and displacements be -r/a, and thus becomes less significant as the
at the fiber-matrix interface be continuous. With applied load increases.
the superscript (+) denoting positions well ahead The axial stresses in the fiber over the debonded
of the debond, the subscript r denoting radial region are governed by the equilibrium condition
stresses, strains and displacements at the interface,
and the subscripts f and m denoting axial quantities d6 - 2r)
in the fiber and matrix, the stresses and strainst are dz RP
given by and the boundary conditions at z =0 and 1. For

= a,f- . - a2 E.,ET (2a) constant frictional stress, a, increases linearly as

at+ = a3f_-aE(T (2b) shown in Fig. I(b), whereas for Coulomb friction
the increase is nonlinear. The curvature is deter-

Ef -=t =ajfa.!Em+a6(r (2c) mined by the parameter b, in equation (3), which
where the a's are nondimensional functions off, relates changes in normal interfacial stress to
wherJev vthe , as areodimensiona Refunctions of changes in axial stress. Hutchinson and JensenEr/Em, Vf, Vr!Vm, Er, and 2., given in Ref. (21j, and oo [211 pointed out that b, can be either positive or

is the axial stress in the loaded end of the fiber (for negate. or typ t boun conditiositis a y
convniece n lter nalsisof ingl fier oadngnegative. For Type I boundary conditions b, is always

convenience in later analysis of single fiber loading, positive, so that the compressive interfacial stress
corresponding to f = r0, this definition of loading decreases in magnitude as a, increases, corresponding
parameter differs slightly from that in Ref. [2 11, where to the commonly perceived effect of Poisson's con-
the average stress E =fa. is used). Behind the debond to and leadive curvature shon intraction, and leading to the curvature shown in
crack tip the changes in stresses and strains relative to Fig. l(b). However, for Type If boundary conditions,
their values far ahead of the crack (i.e. Aar = Or - 6 r' b, can be negative for certain combinations of elastic
Ahot f= -is, etc.) are given by the Lami problem properties. Physically this difference arises because
without mismatch strain and, since there is relative under Type I conditions the relaxation of axial
sliding, with A(, # Atm With continuity of Au, and
Au, across the interface, and the equilibrium require- tension in the matrix during sliding causes transverse

ment fAar + (I -f) Aat, = 0, the stresses and strains expansion of the outer boundary of the cylinder, so
may e witte asthat in order to impose Type 11 conditions with Ur =- 0

may be written as at the outer boundary, compressive normal tractions

Art = f- )Aar (3a) must be applied to the outer boundary. If the stress

-f at the fiber-matrix interface due to the tractions

-= b, Aexceeds the reduction in stress due to Poisson's
Au, = b1 Aor (3b) contraction of the fiber, then b, is negative. In this

Acr = b2 Aorl/Em (3c) case the curvature of the relation of(Z) is opposite to
that shown in Fig. l(b) (i.e. increasing slope with

At.m = -'biAo/Em (3d) increasing z).

where the b's are another set of nondimensional To illustrate the range of composite properties

functions of the same parameters as the a's (with for which b, is negative under Type [I boundary
the exception of A) given in Ref. [21]. There are two conditions, the expression given by Hutchinson

sets of b's corresponding to Type I and Type It and Jensen [21] is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function

boundary conditions. of Er/Em for selected values of the other parameters

There is a jump in the fiber stress from just behind (f, vf, v,./vy, and ý(; note that b, is independent of
to well ahead of the debond crack tip, which is A). It is clear that large values of f, EfIE•, v1.

dependent upon the Mode 11 fracture energy, Gc. and v~jv, tend to make bh negative. Moreover. for

This relation is given approximately by [211 most composites of practical interest, b, is in fact

(1 -f) IE . negative.
a(' - = - (4) Two displacements are of interest in the following

fc, c1  Rr sections. The relative displacement of the fiber and

where matrix at z = I (which corresponds to the measure-

2+ (2f) (5a) ments obtained in fiber pulling/pushing experiments)
-- (I -fa 1 )(b2 + b• f))is given by

c,3 = ( - f )t(l -fa,) (5b) =) b ý + b, A"7

and the superscript (-) denotes quantities just E 0(r-f)d -,
behind the crack tip. Comparison with full numer-

and is, therefore, proportional to the shaded area in

+Strains in both the fibers, t,. and matrix, c,* are measured Fig. l(b). The displacement that is used as the crack

relative to the unstressed state of the matrix. opening in continuum models of crack bridging is the
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additional fiber displacement due directly to debond- where
ing and sliding 128-30) given by S. / (aI a)

A = (if--*)dz- Aof dz. (Ma) 0&_
fS, 0 = E ,- aJ)op (lIb)

Therefore, the displacements 6 and A are related
simply by r'- + (Vie)

16. Sb)(I - aJ)o,"
A b2 + b3 / [(((b)

Equation (8b) relates the displacements measured

in a multiple fiber pulling experiment directly to ( _a2b,-,

the crack opening in bridging models for given fiber A = I e(I e)

stress, a,. However, the relation is less direct for
single fiber pulling experiments, because in that case (a 4  _
6 is evaluated using Type I boundary conditions alto a2baI(A - 1) (lf)

whereas 6 for the multiple fiber pulling (and crack

opening) is evaluated with Type 1I boundary con- M = -a0E. (1 ig)

ditions over the debonded region. Thus equation (9) provides a relation between dis-

placement 6 and applied load, S., with four other
3. DISPLACEMENTS DURING FIBER PULLING: parameters which characterize the frictional proper-

COULOMB FRICTION ties of the interface (60), the residual stresses

In this section the relative displacements, 6, of the (SiM), the interfacial debond energy (F'), and the

fiber and matrix at z = I are evaluated as the stress ,° elastic properties and misfit strain anisotropy of

applied to the end of the fiber is increased continu- the fiber and matrix (A). Equation (9) requires

ously from zero to a peak value up (initial loading), (a3f/bl) -•0. This condition is satisfied for single fiber

decreased to zero, and then increased again to pulling experiments (i.e. f = 0), or for vr= v, (for

up. During initial loading, debonding and sliding which a3 = 0) with Type I boundary conditions

progress stably along the fiber/matrix interface, (for which b, is always finite). However, for multiple

whereas during unloading reverse sliding occurs. The fiber pulling with Type II boundary conditions, cer-

unload/reload cycle exhibits hysteresis due to the tain combinations of elastic properties give b, = 0 (see

frictional response of the interface. The fiber strength Fig. 2), for which (a3f/b,) is singular. This limit

is assumed to be larger than a. so that failure of the results in a constant frictional stress along the

fiber does not occur. The peak stress is also restricted debonded interface (see Section 4). For values of r/v,.
to be smaller than the limiting value at which the close to unity, the transition between very small

normal interfacial stress decreases to zero; at this values of (a, f/b,) and the singular values occurs over

limit the debond extends along the entire fiber, with small ranges of the other elastic parameters. There-

a constant length zone of contact behind the debond fore attention hereunder will be restricted to the

tip, as discussed by Hutchinson and Jensen 1211. case (a3f/bj):%0. The full expression for non-zero
values of this parameter, given in equation (A7). is

3.1. Initial loading equivalent to equations (47) and (49) of Ref. [211.

The displacement, 6, during initial loading is For the special case f = 0 with an isotropic fiber

obtained by i,;':E'ion ',•f equation (7), after first and isotropic misfit strains, equation (9) is equi-

evaluating the axial stresses in the fiber over the valent to the expression derived by Kerans and

debonded region by integration of equation (6), with Parthasarathy [23].

T given by equations (I), (2b) and (3b), and the The dependence of the parameter A on EfIE, for

boundary conditions 7, = ',- at z = 0 and of - a. various values of A, f, and v is shown in Fig. 3

at z = I. Details are given in the Appendix. The for both multiple fiber pulling or pushing (Type 11

displacement and the corresponding debond length boundary conditions) and for single fiber experiments

can be conveniently expressed as follows, in terms of in which one fiber is pulled or pushed from a

dimensionless parameters normalized by the peak composite containing many fibers (in this case f - 0

value of the applied stress, ap for evaluation of b, but f 0 for evaluation of a2
and a4 ). Since

6/6'- -AS,,0 n1 + r, -'s. (9) a4i

and 
I

for all reasonable composite properties, positive

l/R,= In [SL0 -SrB (10) values of b, give A > I and negative values of h, give
k2 J u LSRO - 0 <A < I.
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values being defined by the mismatch strain an-
0.4\ 1w13 isotropy, i•, through its influence on the parameter

U1 t ,A. Then the dimensionless parameter Sao represents
0.2 4f the radial residual stress and Sfo =(A - I )S,,

b . .represents the axial residual stress. The parameter
G ------- oa F' relates directly to the applied stress required for

initiation of debonding. To cause debonding, the
-0.2 applied stress must exceed the axial stress ahead

.-- of the debond, plus the stress jump at the debond
SEm 9 1 10 tip. i.e. a,> a + y, or with. equations (2a) and

(I Ic). o.(l - aLf) > F. Therefore, the condition for

debonding becomes s. F'.
0.4. Spontaneous debonding and sliding (i.e. at

4.0a o = 0) can occur during formation of the free sur-
_4_" 0face at z = i if F' _< 0. For the modeling of bridged

0.2 1cracks, the displacement due to this spontaneous
b, 2debonding becomes part of the crack opening

displacement and equation (9) is not affected.
However, in fiber pulling and pushing experiments.
the displacements are measured relative to the
spontaneously debonded condition, whereupon the

2 4 6 / 1m0 displacement is reduced by an amount 6(0) given
(b) E,/E.m by equation (9) at a.=0. Therefore the measured

0.4,• 'mO,

S-f- A • -x u

2 4 6 5 ' 10• .,,g0.2, 1 W,/,

c-----------------------------------

2 4 EEm6 10 FS

,) (a)Em, E, /Em'

0.)

fal/3113

0.,\ 4, 1o~ ," ,

Fig. 2 ee e A 2 onprptesoffi

an mtr.. fo. Tpe. bondr conditions.•e •

The other parmeer may----- be-ntrpete-p-s- A .5.

-0. 2 1O .5 h•...,.1O40S'" F ARtTU

caly s olow. Th stes Gr istereiulxa

fEwt a whee ) 4 6 5 10s te nhE, /Em(d)

Fig. 2. Dependence of the parameter bi on properties of fiber Fg 3o a--.o m on.o t
and matrix. for Type Ib boundary conditions. Xa oni

The other parameters may be interpreted physi- A - M •.::•...at
cally as follows. The stress arro is the residual axial ---------...•t

stress in the fiber in the absence of applied load and b u see udebonding, as indicated in Fig. I(b). The residual a"

stress parameter s,0, while related to frr by equation
(I If), can also be written as ~oa -- o/b, where a,0 Et /Em,,is the normal interfacial stress when the axial (0l
stress in the fiber is zero. Note that, since aro must be Fig. 3. Dependence of the parameter A on properties of fiber

and matrix. Multiple fiber pulling or pushing corresponds to
negaive atois ositve or b < andnegtiveforType 11 boundary conditions on outer surface of cylinder.

b, > 0. The axial and radial residual stresses could Single fiber results correspond to one fiber being pulled or
be treated as independent parameters, their relative pushed from a composite.
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6 -6(0) - -SR--- ---

d beplA; n,.,n In Sit.--A 51,l I+ I -S*

S.
(F'<0)Y (12)

In this case there is no effect of the debond energy
G, on the stress-displacement measurements; con-
versely, under this condition such measurements r
cannot be used to evaluate G, although they do ,"
provide an upper bound for the debond energy, / TIi

defined by the condition rF < 0, i e. Y < Iol. 0 - b
The range of applied loads for which the preceding / "

relations hold is limited by the requirement that L _............
the normal interfacial stress be compressive. This
condition is violated for tensile applied loads Fig. 4. Schematic representation of stress- displacement
above a critical value when b, is positive, and for relation during initial loading, unloading and reloading
compressive loads above critical value for negative
values of b,. At these critical loads the debond
extends along the entire length of the fiber with within a distance s of the end of the cylinder and
a constant limited zone of contact behind the the recovery in displacement is given b)
debond tip [21, 26). Equation (9) approaches this b: + b, .
limit asymptotically at S. = SRO. For a given peak 6p- 6 = tAc, P- Auld: (15)
load. the interfacial stress is smallest at : and E f ,
can be written where the subscript p is used to denote quantities

cr, = blop(l - alf)(l - SRO). (13) evaluated at the maximum load of the initial loading
segment.

If the product (b, Op) is positive (i.e. fiber pulling with Following an analysis similar to that of the initial
b, > 0 or fiber pushing with b, < 0), SR0 is positive loading (see Appendix), the displacement becomes
(St 0 can be written as SRO= -oo/[(l -ajf)boA). [ S-
Therefore, a, is compressive only for SRO> I. For p-____ ---(SR0 - S.) I . (16)

negative values of (bup), S•O is negative and a, is I- - S .-
always compressive. Equation (16) requires (aajfia, ) 4 I. This par-

For the purpose of curve fitting to experimental ameter is zero for either s. = v= or f = 0. and is very
push/pull experiments, and for comparison with un- small for all other likely composite properties (see
load/reload cycles, it is convenient to refer the dis- Appendix). Also, equation (16) holds only for s <lI.
placements to the peak load displacement, 6 p, given if F' is larger than a critical value defined in Fig A I
by equation (9) at a. = or (i.e. S. = 1) (approximately Fr '>0.5). the resvrs, slip region

ýý = - A St,,In 1  + S, - I 1 reaches the end of the dcbond before unloading is
-A L n+ S -I. (14) complete. The displacements under this condition

are evaluated in the Appendix. However. this compli-
In this form a single curve can be plotted, as cation can be avoided in principle b) the choice of a

shown in Fig. 4, for all values of V" and given A, sufficiently large maximum load for the initial loading
SRO and 6". with F' simply affecting the position of cycle.
the displacement origin, corresponding to debond
initiation at S. = F'. Moreover, with F' evaluated
from the intercept at 6 = 0, SRO can be deter- A.1.4
mined from a single-parameter curve fit to the
measured stresses and displacements, normalized es-0
to their maximum values, provided the va,'.e of of 6

A is known independently. An example of a set 2of curves for V" <, 0 and ,4 = 1.14 (corresponding 0.4

to the properties of a Ti3 AI/SiC composite studied 105

in Ref. [7]) and various values of SRO is shown in 0.2
Fig. 5.

3.2. Unload/reload c'cle 0.2 0. 4 0.6 0.8 1
DISPLqACEMENT. &8,

The axial fiber stresses during unloading, after Fig. 5. Stress-displacement relation dunng initial loading.
loading initially to a peak load op, are shown for A = 1.14 and various values of residual stress parameter
schematically in Fig. 6(a). Reverse sliding occurs St,,. Coulomb friction model.
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The axial Fiber stresses during reloading back to Am.14
a, are shown schematically in Fig. 6(b). The Moan"

displacements are given by 0. a
SbPt+ ) .2 , a I.

6 -Io+- - , (A| er- Aahe )dz (17) 0.6 .

where the subscript 0 denotes quantities evaluated 0.4
at the end of the previous unloading half cycle. The
displacement, expressed relative to the peak load 0.2
displacement, becomes (Appendix)

6'-6 h'-6, 3.2 0.4 o .6 0.8
"IPLACEMENT, (6-W /("

Fig. 7. Stres--displacement relation during an unloadreload
-(O S- 8 cycle for A - 1.14 and various values of residual stress

(SRO - S, parameter, SRO. Coulomb friction model.

These relations between the normalized displace- unload-reload curves are plotted in Fig. 7 for various
ments and stresses during unloading and reloading values of SRO.
contain only one other parameter, SRO, which, as It is useful to identify two distinct effects of residual
mentioned earlier, characterizes the residual stress stresses on the changes in axial fiber stress during
normal to the interface. Therefore the data from sliding and hence on the displacements. One enters
unload-reload cycles are useful supplements to the via the normal interfacial stress, which determines the
initial loading data for evaluating parameters. The slope of Atr(z) (Figs I and 6). The other is the direct

influence of the residual axial stress in the fiber. c,*
(a which adds a constant value to Aar(:) and affects

the debond length. I, during initial sliding. During
UNLOADING unloading and reloading, the changes in displacement

are determined exclusively by the first of these effects,
whereas the displacements during initial loading are

I affected most strongly by the influence of afo. Conse-
-Ao) -) _.f resulting from initial loading and complete unloading.r.- ActsO" - - -7 rs quently, the ratio of displacements 6s and (n F- 6)

Sprovides a sensitive measure of the magnitude of the
-14 residual stress prmtrSR., as shown in Fig. S.

, - -Moreover, the role of the axial component of residual
stress can be seen from Fig. 8 by recognizing that the

"*'-- •curve for A = I corresponds to zero axial residual
I 0 stress (a2 =0 in equation (2a) and equation (Ile)].

PosIToI Since (b. - 60) is independent of A, the curves for
various values of A in Fig. 8 provide a direct compari-
son of the relative displacements during initial load-

(b) ing with and without axial residual stress. We note
also that the result of Gao et al. f19] (their equation

RELOADIN (2.28)], who analyzed initial fiber sliding with Type I
SLAIGboundary conditions and without axial residual stress

S-,-A.1.4

-I- tr I0

, I 5

I i

z POSITION -5 0 5 10
Fig. 6. Axial stresses in fiber during (a) unloading and (b)
reloading, after loading initially to a peak stress or.. Change Fig. 8. Ratio of the displacement 6. caused by initial loading
in displacement is proportional to area of shaded region. to stress a., to the displacement (6, - 60) recovered during

Coulomb friction model, complete unloading. Coulomb friction model.
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in the tiber. is equisalent. with i• = r, or I = 0, to 9(a)

equation (9) -ith A = I ... o* +Op0-afl

4. DISPLACEMENTS DURING FIBER PULLING: UNLOAOING
CONSTANT FRICTION

With the frictional stress taken as a constant, 1., 1Z

the change in axial fiber stress, Aar(:). during to . . . I . . .. ---- ..
initial monotonic loading increases linearly along - Ao,

the sliding region as shown in Fig. 1. The displace- .
ment. 6. from equation (7) can be written immedi- _ - -

ately [from inspection of the areas in Fig. 1, with
equation (6)] as -

0
(b,+ bjR ZOMo`S Yo.)~ [a - a{ ), - y'] (19)

4 rOE.
(b)

which is equivalent to equation (37) of Ref. [21].

Equation (19) is also obtained from the Coulomb . a +... O0o o I.tf)
friction result, equation (A7), in the limit b,-.O.
which corresponds to the normal interfacial stress

being independent of changes in axial stress. With the RELOADING

definicions of equation (11), equation (19) can be
written in terms of the same normalized parameters I
used for the Coulomb friction model

b,6 = s2 + 2(,4 - n)SS. - r' A 1 A01P

-2(A - I)SR,,r" (20) - -_ _ _ - -

where I[ lr
(az= •b,)(I ' - ) f" _ (21) z posmoN

1 m Fig. 9. Axial stresses in fiber during (a) unloading and (bW

The parameter b' is related to the corresponding reloading after loading initially to peak stress op. Change in

parameter. 6", that normalizes the displacements in displacement is proportional to area of the shaded region.

the Coulomb friction model by Constant friction model

b'/60 = jh,(I - af)a. (22) or, in terms of the previously defined normalized
2 r0  parameters

As in the case of the Coulomb friction model, spon- 6,, - 6

taneous debonding and sliding occur at a free surface S'
if Fr _< 0. Then the displacement measured in a fiber Equations (25) and (26) are restricted to situations
pulling or pushing experiment becomes where a,, is sufficiently large that the region of

6 -,5(0) reverse slip does not reach the end of the debond

6 S; + 2(A - I)S1 ,1S.. (23) before unloading is complete, as discussed in the
previous section. For the constant friction model this

In this case the debond energy cannot be evaluated condition requires (I - alf)ao k' 2F. i.e. F' < 1/2
from the displacement measurements. The displace- The corresponding displacement equations for
ment measured relative to the peak load displace- smaller values of a, can be derived straightforwardly
ment, 5, is following the above procedure.

6, 6 The displacements during reloading [equations (17)
I + 2(.4 - I)SR, - S.' and Fig. 9(b)] are given by

- 2(A - l)SOS.. (24) ( b3[ 0 E- -
tm  (27)

During unloading from a peak load a', the where So is the displacement at the end of the previous

recovery in displacement is given by equation (15), unloading half-cycle. In terms of the normalized
which becomes [see Fig. 9(a)] parameters, equation (27) becomes

6b - 6 = [(b, + b8)(_.E- a jf)Rr-[op- . (25) S'2,- 6p o - - S,2 12. (28)

M 40:3-8
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for residual stresses of opposite sign. The ratio
EJ(E./b,) withf= 0 is shown in Fig I I for various

0, 8 values of EriEm. v ,,v, and 6, (b, is independent of

.) For values of these parameters typical of veramic
.0/ and intermetallic composites (E, E, > 2 with v, and

0.4 Y.,<0.3). this ratio differs from unity b, less than
0. 1 "5%. Therefore the analysis of Ref (61 is a close

o.2 /0/1 approximation to the constant r analysis for single
fiber experiments in such materials.

DISPLACEMENT, ( 5. RELATIONS BETWEEN CRACK OPENING
Fig. 10. Stress -displacement relation for constant friction DISPLACEMENTS AND SINGLE AND
model dunng load unload/reload cycle for various values of MULTIPLE FIBER DISPLACEMe.NTS
the residual stress parameter Sfo - S1,, (A - I). Full curves
initial loading [equation (24)) broken curves unloading Crack bridging laws can be deduced directly

[equation (26)] and reloading (equation (28)]. from single fiber pushing or pulling experiments
Two steps are involved' one is to relate the crack

The number of independent parameters in the nor- opening used in continuum bridging models to
malized equations (20). f26) and C 28) is one fewer the displacements measured in multiple fiber exper-
than in their counterparts for Coulomb friction, since iments [equation (8b)J and the other is to relate
A and Sf 0 appear only in equation (20) in (he the displacements measured in single and multiple
combination (A - I)Str . which is just the normalized fiber experiments by evaluating these displacements
axial residual stress. Sf0 . These equations are plotted under appropriate boundary conditions. For multiple

It is instructive to compare the result of this fiber measurements, Type H! boundary conditions
I are used to evaluate the b parameters in equation 03).

section with an approximate constant r analysis [6]. For single fiber measurements, several test con-
used previously to model single fiber pushing exper- figurations are possible. If a single fiber within a
iments. In that analysis, elastic interactions of the composite is tested, the b parameters are evaluated
fiber and matrix via Poisson's effects were neglected, composite 0 (for which petr and evabuary
but effects of debonding and residual axial fiber conditions are the same), whereas the a parameters

stresses were included. In the notation of this paper, of equation (2) are evaluated using the actual p alue

the initial loading equation from Ref. (6] for pulling of J for the composite. However, there is some

a fiber with compressive residual axial stress (equival- uncertainty in the choice of matrix elastic properties
ent to pushing a fiber with residual tensile axial stress) for the evaluation of the h's in this case. since in

the near field there is all matrix, whereas in the far
Rf field the average composite properties would be

4 rt F, more appropriate. Since strain gradients are highest
in the ncar-:;eld region, the matrix properties E,,"

The corresponding result from equation (19) (with and v. are used in the following calculations. For a
f= 0 for single fiber pulling) can be written model test specimen comprising a single fiber in a

bR = , 4EmG(3 cylinder of matrix, a single value off would be used
4 tomL(ý -I o) b-R, J (30) for evaluation of all parameters. but this value may

where we have used equations (4) and (5) to substitute differ from that in a composite.
where y, a thae fact eqati b 4) and (0 ) for =0.Tsbste two The displacements measured in single and multiplefor el and the Fact that by = 0 for fs = . These two fiber experiments and tho crack opening displace-
relations differ only by the substitution of Ed for ments can differ substantially. As an illustration.
Efr/b 2 . A similar correspondence is also obtained stress-displacement relations are plotted in Fig. 12
for the unloading and reloading equations and using the following properties t pical of inter-

metallic composites [7]: f = 0.36. Ef E, = 5. 1. = 1,
o.1 EriE,, and v%-= v,= v, 0.3 (other relev... par-

.2 ameters calculated from these properties .. listed
No fin Table I). The parameter SR, depends on the

.3R1 ratio of the peak applied stress, a,. to the residual
b2 m 0 .4 .. axial stress. ',ý. in the fibers; for this example.

.5 the value e;,,5 31. was chosen, as this corres-
ponds to an experiment reported in Ref. (71. The

2 4 6 R I displacement scaling parameters i* and i' for
EiIEm the Coulomb and constant friction models arc

Fig. 1I. Variation of Er, (E h.) at f= 0 with other matrix defined in equations (I Id) and (21). the values
and fiber properties. of the terms in square brackets in these equations
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C MLTILEfiber pulling ho'ld IM I <c u. whereas the crack
is)opening displacement cur~es iippiv onl) for G, 0

(i e V -Sk,, For oiher values of rF the curves
J FIBERshift along the displacemnent axes, as discussed in

Sections 3 and 4 I-or given applied stress. the dis-

19 placements in single fiber pulling are larger than in
I.- multiple fiber pulling M~oreoser. the fraction of the

DISPLACEMENT, &(a~p~IEn) initial displacement that is recosered during unload-
Ing is larger for single. than for multiple fibers

The negatise crack bridging stresses at small
displacements in Fig 12 represent crack-opening

(a) COULOMBFIOCTICIN UOEL pressure. and reflect the fact that compressive applied
load would be needed to keep a matrix crack fulls
closed in this composite 131) (because of residual
tensile stress in the matrix). The displacements in
this region correspond to the spontaneous dehonding

coo MULTIPLE and sliding discussed with reference to fiber pulling
FIBER experiments in Section 3

SINGWEo 

iERVIN 0.5FIBER6. DISPLACENMENTS DURING FIBER
PUSHING EXPERIMENTS

NK 2.4 00 . The axial fiber stresse\, during Initial monotonic
P DLSPLACEUENET, 5&~p2 ttEmV) compressive loading are shown schemiaticall% in

-7.5 Fig. 13(a). In this case, the direction of sliding over
the debonded interface and the sign of the stress jump

(b)CONSTANT FRICTIOIN 11OOS0L
(b) I - - I(a)

Fig 12 Compariso.n of stress displacement reldtions for zPOSITION 0
crack bridging (COD) and for single and multiple fiber
pulling experiments for a composite with properties gixen

in Table 1. ,K - - - - - - - -

are listed in Table 1. The displacements for single andr
multiple fiber pulling are plotted in Fig. 12 in the cc
form 6Js .j~iR1 (puEA1 for the Coulomb friction model 0
and iS [(a; Rdi ITE,)] for the constant friction model. w
The crack opening displacements are expressed in TO
terms of A, given for this composite by A -0.3 16
jequation (8b)]. The curves for single and multiple X

Table I Composite properties used for Fig 12
Single Multiple

tiber pull fiber pull (b)
f E, 5 1 k PSTO

03 , 0
1 036

4(1.') 1i14 0 76S

+, h, cct6,

23 -. 5 233

Sc -a, r 2 161-
(A - C6l-al 6

'Thcse %alucs correspond io er~ aj. = 3 0. corresponding the exper- Fig 13. Axial stresses in fiber during initial loading in fiber
imnent in Ref [Ii with initial axial residual stress 7,;, 9 00.MPA pushing test: (a) no spontaneous debonding, (b) with spont.
and peak sire,~i' 2 4 Gpj taneous dehonding
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at the debond tip are reversed. With the change in effect of the back surface on the debond crack as
sliding direction, the frictional stress, r, becomes it approaches the surface is similar in both exper-

positive, a change which may be accomplished by iments (i.e. that the debond breaks through when it
defining the friction coefficient, p. in equation (I) to approaches a critical distance from the surface (23])
be negative. The change in sign of the stress jump and that the gripping arrangements are the same,
causes y to become negative, and equation (4) to be the analysis of the previous sections can be used
redefined as to compare the critical loads in pulling and pushing,

- (I -/)JEmGc (3z by evaluating ar. for both cases at a fixed value of I
-- a { -a---=. (31) (without having to specify /). For the Coulomb

-it(R T Ifriction model, this is done by evaluating equation
The equations of Sections 3 and 4 are unaltered (10) for pushing and pulling, using the results noted
provided spontaneous debonding does not occur, in Section 6. The axial stresses in the fiber are shown
although or, is negative, leading to changes in sign schematically in Fig. 14. Two effects contribute to
of many of the other parameters, and negative dis- the applied stresses in pulling, a., and pushing, a'
placements. In addition, with the sign change in the being different; one is the opposite signs of Poisson's

relation between y and the debond energy, Gc, the strains in the two experiments, which causes the
parameters F and F', which are dependent on y, take magnitude of Au. to be larger in pushing (for b,
different values in fiber pushing experiments; in positive), and the other is the offset along the stress
pulling experiments, F is equal to the difference axis due to the fact that Au. is measured relative
between the magnitudes of y and the residual axial to the residual axial stress in the fiber (oa*). For
fiber stress, ofo, [equation (I ic)], whereas in pushing the constant friction model, only the latter effect
experiments, F is negative, with magnitude equal to contributes. In this case, the applied stresses at a
the sum of the magnitudes of y and a4. given slip length are related by

If spontaneous debonding occurs, the axial fiber (32)
stresses during initial loading are altered as shown in
Fig. 13(b). For applied loads larger in magnitude When the debonds reach the ends of the fibers in the
than a, in Fig. 13(b), the changes in displacement are cases depicted in Fig. 14(a) (i.e.) with F' > 0), the
still given by the expressions in Sections 3 and 4.
However, for smaller applied loads the displace-
ments are altered. For applied loads smaller than (a)
a, in Fig. 13(b) the displacements are given by the • 0. C ANT
expressions for reloading after unloading [the second
term of equation (18) for Coulomb friction and ~ FITO

equation (28) for constant friction], whereas for loads la
in the range a, to a. the displacements are equivalent ,J y

to those occurring between a, and a, in Fig. A2(b) - - -. .. . . .

[equation (A16) with up replaced by all.

7. THE ONSET OF COMPLETE SLIDING IN A
THIN SLICE OF COMPOSITE

Calculalion of the load needed to cause complete
sliding of a fiber within a specimen of finite thickness (b)

would require analysis of the interaction of the stress oNsTAWrT

field ahead of the debond crack with the back surface W TV

of the specimen, as the debond approaches the -.
back surface. Moreover, the boundary condition cc
depicted in Fig. I far ahead of the debond tip must
be disturbed in order to allow the back surface to . .
be stress-free. The true boundary condition would
become sensitive to details of the gripping arrange-
ment. Nevertheless. some qualitative insight into the
problem of the onset of complete sliding (and most ou-waMIo

likely on upper bound for the critical load) may be " - ION

obtained by ignoring these effects and setting the -- = a, . - -

debond length in the present analysis [equation (10)] SoA,

equal to the specimen thickness. Fig. 14. (a) Comparisons of axial fiber stresses in pushing
and pulling experiments for given debond length. (b) Axial

In ge-neral, the critical loads needed to cause com- fiber stresses for constant friction model with Il I < iaI as
plete sliding in pulling and pushing experiments debond approaches back surface of a specimen of finite
would be expected to differ. If we assume 'hat the thickness.
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applied loads for both pulling and pushing are larger 18. E. P Butler, E R Fuller Jr. T R Palamides and

than those which can be supported by frictional H M. Chan. Proc. In Syrmp on Advances or Processing
of Ceramic and Metal Matrix Composites (edited by

resistance, so that sudden load drops occur. There- H. Mostaghacci) Pergamon Press, Oxford (1990)

fore, the peak loads are related by equation (32). 19. Y-C. Gao, Y-M Mai and B. Cottrell. J. appi Math

A different response is expected if V' < 0. In this Phys. 39, 550 (1988)

case, spontaneous debonding occurs at the back 20. D. K. Shetty, J. Am. Ceram Soc. 71, C107 (1988)
21. J. W. Hutchinson and H. M. Jensen, Mech. Mater 9,

surface before the push or pull test begins [Fig. 14(b)]. 139 (1990)

When the debond that is driven by pushing the fiber 22. B. N. Cox, Acra metall mater. 3A. 2411 (1990)

approaches the spontaneously debonded region 23. R. J. Kerans and T. A. Parthasarathy, J. Am. Ceram

near the back surface, a sudden load drop again Soc. 74, 1585 (1991)

occurs. However, whe n the debond that is driven 24. L. B. Freund, Eur. J Mech In press
25. L. S. Sigi and A. G. Evans, Mech. Maier. 9, 1 (1989)

by pulling the fiber reaches the same location, the 26. L. N. McCartney, Proc R Soc. A425, 215 (1989)

applied load is smalkr than that needed to cause 27. E. R. Fuller Jr. E. P. Butler and W. C. Carter, an

complete sliding. The load must be further increased Proc. Nato Advanced Research Workshop on Toughening

to reverse the direction of sliding over the spon- Mechanisms in Quasi Brittle Materials, Northwestern
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taneously debonded region, as indicated in Fig. 14(b). 28. L. N. McCartney, Proc. R. Soc. A409, 329 (1987).

Therefore, a sudden load drop does not occur. In 29. B. Budiansky and J. C Amazigo, J. Mech. Phys. Solds
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experiments are related by 30. D. B. Marshall and B. N. Cox, Mech. Mater. 7, 127
(1988).

IjoC - '.-l,2IyI (F'<0). (33) 31. D. B. Marshall and A. G. Evans, Materials Forum 11,
304 (1988).

It is emphasized that these relations are approximate

and may be strongly affected by different gripping APPENDIX A

arrangements in pulling and pushing tests. Initial Loading
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where the parameters A, a,. r, and af~ are defined in I- _ .
equation I 1(c) to (g) of the text. With these relations,.•
equation (A5) becomes etc >0 0a

6b24b + ( 1 ' b3_

x In (_ _k 01

-10 -5 0 $ 10

Fig. AL. Condition for region of reverse slip (length, s) to
reach end of initial debond (length, 1) before complete

- (I - a, f )a. F (A7) unloading. Coulomb friction model.

defined in equations (1I) this condition can be written as
Further simplification of equation (A7), for (aff/bh)= 0.
can be achieved by normalizng the parameters by the r -2S.F + S., >0. (A12)

peak value of applied stress. ap, to give equation (9) in Equation (A12) is plotted in Fig. Al. For IS501 ) 2. the
the text. Similarly, equation (10) of the text follows from condition 3 < I is satisfied for Fr . 0.5.
equation (A4). For larger values of FI the axial fiber stresses at several

stages of unloading are shown schematically in Fig. A2(a).
Unload Reload For the first part of the unloading (i.e. for a) < a. <a ),

Using the same procedure as for the initial loading. A 1  s is smaller than I. so the displacements are given

during unloading can be evaluated as

Aif= -(a-y)+(a--y+a,- af')c 1"'1 (AS)

where 1. is given by equation (A4) at a. = ap. The reverse
slip length, s, is obtained by setting Aar equal to ArP at

2s In(A9)lo + ap - c•J" !

Equation (A9) requires that a be independent of o.. With
some manipulation of equations (A6), (I I f) and (I Ic). this 03
condition becomes (a2a3 f/a 4 ) l 1. This parameter is zero A.

for either f = 0 or v, = v., and is very small for all other f%
likely composite properties; (a~a~f/a4 )<0,06 for all
values of E,,Er and 4 with 0.5<(vmivr)< I.5. vf<0.5.

f < 0.5, and ,A < 2. Therefore, since the exact expression - - - -

for s with nonzero values of (a2ajf,'a4 ) is very lengthy,
it is not pursued here. The displacement evaluated from
equations k,5), (AS), and (A9) in terms of the normalized z POSMO 0

parameters defined previously is given in equation (16) of
the text.

The fiber stress Aa, during reloading can be evaluated as (b)
Aor, -- (at- y) +(,2-y+a-,+ - af')e -"'-"'. (AI0) G

The new slip length. t, is obtained by setting Aof equal to
Ar, at z =I- t 6 02 7

r =In a- y -~ 1f0(l1[a- 7 + 0" - Of'" Ai1)O

As with the corresponding expression for unloading,
this expression requires (a2al f/a 4 )) 1. The displacement w
evaluated from equations (17), (A 10) and (Al I), expressed
relative to the peak load displacement and in terms of .. aof f% - - ----
the normalized parameters defined previously, is given in SX
equation (18) of the text.

Unload/Reload Relations for Small Loads !0

If the peak stress during the initial loading iL smaller than z POSMON
a critical value, reverse slip during unloading can reach the
end of the debonded region before unloading is complete. Fig. A2. Axial fiber stresses at several stages during unload-
The condition to avoid this is s < I at complete unload, with ing (a) and reloading (b) under conditions where reverse slip
I given by equation (A4) at a, = ap, and s given by equation reaches the end of the initial debond before unloading is
(A9) at a. = 0. In terms of the normalized parameters complete.
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equation (16), The stress. (7, at which s= /Pis given by
equations (A4) and (A9l, with a, = a. in equation (A4) and a-0. = a, in equation (A9) In terms of the normalized par-ametrs, he esul isE = Young's modulusameters. the result is f= volume fraction of fibers

S, = S. - (S., - F')2
,(Sau - I). (A13) Gc = Mode !1 fracture energy at debond tip

Rr = fiber radius
For continued unloading below S,, the sliding distance v = Poisson's ratio
is fixed at s = I,, and the lower limit of integration for t = (I - v,)Ef/(l -vi)E,
equation (15) becomes zero. The displacement in this load fT = misfit strain
range becomes A = eT/, anisotropy of misfit strain

6,.- o -r')(r, - s a. = stress applied to end of fiber
b- -F -r (S <5S). (A4) = axial stress in fiber(, A = displacements [equations (7) and (8))

The axial stresses during reloading are shown I = debond length
schematically in Fig A2(b). For or < a2 the displacements y = frictional stress
are given by equation (18), but with (6p- 6)/6* given u =coefficient of friction
by equation (A 14) at S, = 0. The stress, a2, at which the y = normalized debond energy [equation (4)]
new slip length, t. equals Ip is given by equations (A4) and S. = normalized applied stress, a,/av
(Al l) S0 = normalized residual stress [equation (I Ib)]

S,= SR,, - (St, - I)' SRI(S. - F')'. (AIS) F = normalized debond energy [equation (I Ic))
S=. 6' = normalizing parameters for displacement

For a. > a,. the slip length is fixed at t = I and the lower [equations (I Id) and (21)]
limit of integration for equation (17) becomes zero. In this ar0 = residual stress parameter (equation (I If)]
case the displacement becomes a* = residual axial stress in fiber [equation (I Ig)]

6- 6 ( r SRO (Sao - S.\- Subscripts
(I - V) - RO-F st- lIJ r= radial

(S. > S2)- (A16) f=- fiber, axial
m = matrix, axial
p = peak load

APPENDIX B o = unload

Nomenclature Superscripts
a, b, = dimensionless functions of elastic properties,f, and + = position well ahead of debond

. defined in Ref. [211 - = position just behind debond tip
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